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CONGRESSMAN JACK BROOKS - "TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS"

Robert J. Robertson
On the afternoon of August 21, 1970, Congressman Jack Brooks
and his wife Charlotte traveled to -Port Arthur, Texas, to participate in the
grand opening of the new $8.8 million Gulfgate Bridge over the SabineNeches ship channel. Completion of the bridge marked the culmination
of a large maritime transportation project sponsored by Brooks in
1962, when he won a $20.8 million Federal appropriation for various
improvements for the Sabine-Neches Waterway that ran from the Gulf
of Mexico up to Beaumont. The waterway improvements and new
bridge were critical for the industrial development of the Beaumont-Port
Arthur region, where Brooks resided and which formed the heart of his
congressional d istrict. 1
Staged near the west entrance of the towering new bridge, the
dedication ceremonies began at 5:30 PM with posting of the colors
by the U. S. Coast Guard from Sabine Pass and a concert by the U.
S. Army band from Fort Polk, Louisiana. Before a crowd of 600-700
persons, Rev. James R. Wright of the Port Arthur Ministerial Alliance
offered an invocation, after which Dow Wynn, Director of the Port of
Port Arthur, opened the program and introduced various public officials,
including Bemis Sadler, Mayor of Port Arthur, Lamar Lawson, Jefferson
County Commissioner, John Stevens, President of Groves Chamber of
Commerce, and Lloyd Hayes, former Port Arthur mayor who introduced
various state officials and labor union leaders. 2
Lee Moore, president of the Port Arthur Chamber of Commerce,
introduced Brooks, the forty-seven year-old Congressman, the honored
guest and principal speaker.

Robert J. Robertson is an Adjunct Instructor of History at Lamar
University.
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Displaying good rhetorical skills, Brooks celebrated the completion
of the new bridge that would speed the navigation of new supertankers
on the Sabine-Neches Waterway, and also allow further development
of Pleasure Pier Island as a recreational and tourist center. Brooks
praised County Commissioner T. B. Ellison, who had died recently,
and congratulated city and county officials, the U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers, the contractors, and many public-spirited citizens, all working
together for economic development of the region. "3
Brooks discussed other projects for which he had obtained Federal
funds -- "a modern port faci lity, a comprehensive hurricane protection
system, [and] a massive urban renewal project to revitalize downtown
Port Arthur." He presented the big picture, saying, "What we have
achieved is simply a prologue to an even more successful future. We
must continue to work together, to plan carefully, to exploit all opportunities, to broaden the industrial base and commercial base of the Port
Arthur area. We must devote our energies and talents to improving the
environment and protecting the resources which God has so abundantly
given us. We must work for better education, more adequate health services, and a better and fuller life for all our citizens." 4
After completing his remarks, Brooks and the crowd proceeded to
the top of the bridge for the ribbon-cutting ceremonies. There, assisted
by Mrs. Brooks and Brig. Gen. Harold R. Parfitt of the U. S. Army Corps
of Engineers, the congressman wielded a pair of giant scissors to cut
the ribbon and complete the dedication. Then they got into automobiles,
crossed the bridge, and took a brief tour of Pleasure Pier Island, viewing
the yacht club, golf course, and vacation homes. While driving along the
island road and then crossing back over the high bridge, they had excellent views of the Sabine-Neches ship channel, the waterway that was
so important to Jefferson County. Later, Brooks and his wife Charlotte
attended a reception for dignitaries at the Driftwood Motor Hotel in Port
Arthur. s
The events of August 21, 1970, offer a snapshot of Congressman
Jack Brooks, the liberal, pro-labor Democrat who represented the people of Southeast Texas for forty-two years. In 1970 he was completing
his eighteenth year of service, first winning election in 1952, representing the Second Congressional District, and later, after redistricting, the
Ninth District. As envisioned by James Madison in The Federalist papers (Nos. 56-57), Brooks became the quintessential representative. He
knew and represented the "interests" of his district, working and voting
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for the ",interests" of his constituents, winning their votes for repeated
re-elections, earning seniority and power in Congress and his party, and
using that power to serve the "interests" of his district and his constituents. In the most basic terms, Jack Brooks won power and used power. In
his district, he won power, teaming with labor unions and working class
citizens, white and black, representing their interests in Congress, winning their support for repeated re-elections, gaining seniority and power
in the House and the Democratic Party. He used power, advancing the
interests of unions and working class citizens, improving civil rights for
African-American citizens, supporting the Democratic administrations
of presidents Kennedy and Johnson, and promoting the economic and industrial development of his district, winning Federal appropriations for
various development projects including improvements for the SabineNeches Waterway.6
Brooks first represented the Second Congressional District, an eleven county region anchored by Jefferson County on the Gulf of Mexico
and extending northward up the Louisiana border into "Deep East Texas," a region long associated with the Old South, slavery, and Jim Crow
segregation. In 1962, when he won the Federal funds for the SabineNeches project, the Second District counted a population of approximately 480,000, including 103,000 African- Americans. It was a largely
rural, agricultural area, except for Jefferson and Orange counties that
were heavily industrialized and where over 62 percent of the population
resided. The largest cities were Beaumont, Port Arthur, and Orange, often called "the Golden Triangle."7
Congressman Brooks resided in Beaumont, county seat of Jefferson
County. In 1960 the county had a populatioJ1 of 245,659 with 57,171
African-Americans. His constituents were a diverse group with varied
interests -- black and white, Protestant and Catholic, upper class and
working class, corporate managers and union workers, and with various ethnicities including English, Irish, Italian, Greek, Jewish, Mexican, and Cajun French. Likewise, the economy of the Beaumont-Port
Arthur region was diverse with rice farmirtg, ranching, lumbering, shipping, railroading, banking, electrical generation, shipbuilding, and most
importantly, oil refining and petrochemical manufacturing, with huge
refineries including Mobi.l, Texaco, and Gulf. Also noteworthy in Jefferson County were Oil, Chemical & Atomic Workers unions, OCAW, that
thrived in the oil refineries and had large memberships and substantial
political power. s
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In 1967, Texas legislators carried out congressional redistricting,
and removed Jefferson County from the Second District, and moved
it to the new Ninth District that included Jefferson, Chambers, and
Galveston counties. Brooks, thus, lost his representation of Orange
County and the other East Texas counties, and wound up with three
counties that bordered on the Gulf of Mexico. The new Ninth District
counted a population of approximately 40 I,000, including about 89,000
African-Americans. Chambers County was a largely rural county with
a population of only 10,379, while Galveston County, with a population of 140,364, was heavily urbanized and industrialized. The city of
Galveston counted a total of 67,175 persons, and the next largest city,
Texas City, had a population of 32,065. 9
Like Jefferson County, Galveston County boasted a varied population with diverse interests. In addition to African-Americans, the
population included significant numbers of citizens reflecting earlier
immigrations from England, Ireland, Germany, Italy, Russia, and Mexico. Galveston County was much influenced by organized labor, having
unions representing painters, carpenters, electrical workers, pipefitters,
sheet metal workers, and longshoremen. Galveston, an island long famous as an international seaport and beach resort, thrived with a rich
and diverse economy that included tourism, fishing, higher education,
insurance, and medical care, as well as shipping, shipbuilding, and
grain elevators. Nearby on the mainland portion, Texas City was the
site of major oil refineries, including American Oil Co., Plymouth Oil
Co., and Texas City Refining, Inc., plants in which the OCAW union
had significant memberships and substantial power and influence. 1o
Both Galveston and Texas City bordered on Galveston Bay and
were connected by shipping lanes to the Intracoastal Canal, the Gulf
of Mexico, and the Houston Ship Channel, a waterway that provided
easy access to the large Houston refinery complex located in adjacent
Harris County. With its oil refineries and maritime shipping, Harris
County was associated closely with Galveston and Jefferson counties,
thus comprising an area described by business historian Joseph A. Pratt
as "the upper Texas Gulf Coast" and an important "refining region."
Oil refineries in Beaumont, Port Arthur, Port Neches, Nederland, Texas
City, Pasadena, Baytown, Deer Park, and Houston had capacities of
more than two mil1ion barrels per day and produced twenty percent of
the nation's supply of refined products} 1
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Jack Brooks first entered congressional politics in 1952, when Jesse M. Combs retired as representative of the Second District. Brooks
fi led in the Democratic primary, finished second in a nine-man race,
and won the runoff, edging out Joe Tonahill of Jasper by a mere 440
votes out of a total of 57,594. In the general election, Brooks defeated Beaumont Republican Randolph Reed, winning by a large margin,
about 68,000 to 22,000. In Jefferson County, which counted more than
50,000 votes, Brooks won all but seven precincts, winning by wide
margins in many "blue collar" and "black" boxes, precincts where residents favored the interests of working-class and African-American citizens, persons who tended to favor liberal Democrats and oppose conservative Republicans. Brooks lost only four boxes in Beaumont and
one in Port Arthur. The four in Beaumont - Beaumont High, St. Anne,
Longfellow and Averill -- were described by the Beaumont Enterprise
as "west end" boxes, neighborhoods occupied by "white collar" persons, such as doctors, lawyers, businessmen, and plant managers,
persons tending to favor conservative Republicans and oppose liberal
Democrats. Likewise in Port Arthur, he lost the Griffing Park box, a
suburban precinct occupied by business, professional, and managerial
classes, "white collar" persons who tended to favor corporate interests
and the Republican Party. 12
Congressman Brooks won re-election repeatedly in the Second
District until 1968 when, after the 1967 redistricting, he won election
in the newly configured Ninth District. All election victories were important, of course, as they meant continuation of service and increase
of seniority and power. But two elections, 1960 and 1968, were especially significant in this phase of his career. They marked the beginning
and end of the Kennedy-Johnson era, when for eight years the Democrat Brooks had special access to the White House, when he helped
advance various programs of Kennedy's New Frontier and Johnson's
Great Society, and when he used his power to sponsor programs for the
economic and industrial development of his district.
In the 1960 election, Democrats John Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson won the presidency and vice-presidency, and in the 1968 contest,
Republicans Richard Nixon and Spiro Agnew won the White House. In
both these elections, Jack Brooks himself won re-election easily, enjoying broad support all across his district, and winning victory in most
boxes except a handful of "white collar" precincts. Thus, beginning
with his first election in 1952 and up to and including his re-election
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in 1968, Congressman Brooks received strong support from working
class citizens, both white and black, and was often opposed by "white
collar" persons commonly associated with the Chamber of Commerce
and the Republican Party. These patterns of support and opposition
were confirmed by rankings assigned by various interest groups during
the I960s, when Brooks received high ratings from COPE, the Committee on Political Education of the AFL-CIO, and low ratings from
the national Chamber of Commerce. But low ratings from the national
Chamber do not tell the whole story. In Beaumont Joe Broussard II
(Beaumont Rice Mills), John Green (Beaumont Lumber Company),
Walter Crawford (oil properties), D. Pat Wheat (Transit Mix Concrete
Company), and other prominent businessmen shared friendships with
Brooks, supported him politically, and applauded his efforts for economic development of the Beaumont-Port Arthur region. 13
As Jack Brooks teamed with the labor unions, he became a participant in the age-old struggles between capital and labor, between corporations and unions, struggles about money and power, when corporations wanted to make more money and control their workers, and when
unions wanted higher wages, shorter hours, and better working conditions for their members. During the early and mid-twentieth century,
these struggles often resulted in strikes, and sometimes bitter disputes
and even violence. Such confrontations were widespread, occurring
in many states including Texas. In Baytown, a bitter labor dispute occurred during 1934-1936, when the Oil Workers Union Local No. 333
(CIa) tried to organize the workers in the Humble Oil refinery. Humble
Oil officials refused to recognize the CIa as the bargaining agent for
the workers, and when the union threatened to strike. Company officials denounced the union officers. They accused the union leaders
of class warfare, racial radicalism, and communism, charges that were
repeated locally by anti-union businessmen, their trade associations,
and newspaper editors. In the face of growing controversy in the Baytown community and within the refinery itself, the workers voted not to
strike, thus ending that unionization campaign by the CIO.14
Before Brooks began his service, Congress intervened from time
to time in the struggles between the corporations and the labor unions.
In 1935, during the Democratic administration of Franklin D. Roosevelt, Congress passed the Wagner Act that gave government sanction
to collective bargaining and greatly enhanced labor union power. But
later, in 1947, a Republican- controlled Congress reversed course and
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passed the Taft-Hartley Act that outlawed the closed shop, secondary
boycotts, and significantly reduced union power. In 1959 Brooks himself became a player in the legislative battles over corporate power
versus union power, when Congress passed the Landrum-Griffin Act,
a law that reinforced the intentions of the Taft-Hartley Act, authorized
government intervention into union affairs, and tightened restrictions
on secondary boycotts and picketing. Sponsored by the Republican
administration of President Dwight Eisenhower, this bill passed the
House by a vote of 352-52. All twenty-two Texas congressmen voted
in favor of the measure, except four--Albert Thomas, Clark W. Thompson, Wright Patman, and Jack Brooks. For Brooks, probably the decision was easy. As an avi.d Democrat he voted against the Republican
bill, and as representative from the Second District, he voted to support
the labor unions and their leaders who supported him. ls
During the 1950s and 1960s, when Brooks was winning re-elections and building his seniority and power, the struggles between the
oil and petrochemical companies and the labor unions were ongoing in
the Beaumont-Port Arthur region. The OCAW was a powerful group
in Jefferson County with locals in Beaumont, Port Arthur, and Port
Neches, and more than 13,000 workers in the local refineries and petrochemical plants. The Port Neches union, Local 4-228, had 2,200
members and was, according to historian Donna Sue Beasley Dixon,
"one of OCAW's more militant and efficient unions." The union carried out strikes and other campaigns in refineries and plants to improve
wages, benefits, and rights for employees who worked in the plants,
offices, and cafeterias; for example, in January 1969, union members
walked off their jobs and to participate in a large OCAW strike against
plants in Jefferson and Orange counties, an action that was not completely resolved until March. Local 4-228 championed various liberal
causes, supporting corporate profit taxes, pay and tenure for teachers,
national health insurance, and civil rights for all Americans. Working
through COPE, Committee on Political Education, Local 4-228 exerted
considerable influence in regional, state, and national elections, often
campaigning for liberal Democratic candidates, including Jack Brooks.
In 1954, when the union dedicated a new meeting hall in Port Neches,
they invited Congressman Brooks to be one of the guest speakers. 16
In Jefferson County, sometimes labor disputes spread to other
parts of the community. During late 1964, sanitation workers went on
strike against the City of Port Arthur in a dispute about wages and
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other issues. City Manager George Dibrell, acting with the approval of
Mayor Lloyd Hayes, fired the workers, declaring that a strike by city
employees against the municipality violated the law. The workers were
members of the AFL-CIO City Employees Union, Local 934, which set
up pickets at city facilities and ordered a boycott against the Driftwood
Motor Hotel, which was owned by Mayor Hayes. The dispute, which
spread hard feelings in the community, lasted fourteen months until
January 1966, when city officials and union leaders resolved their differences. The city offered to rehire the workers who had been dismissed
and the union called off its boycott against the Driftwood MoteL'?
Jack Brooks was a Democrat. Beginning service in January 1953,
he became a protegee of Democrat Sam Rayburn, the longtime Speaker of the House, attending Wednesday luncheons for Texas congressmen and enjoying drinks at the "Board of Education" gatherings, both
hosted by the Speaker. With Rayburn's assistance, he was appointed to
the Government Operations and Judiciary committees, where over the
years he gained seniority and power. Brooks also became friends with
Senator Lyndon Johnson, the powerful Texas Democrat who served as
Senate Majority leader during the Eisenhower administration. These
were days of great opportunity for Brooks and other Texas Democrats
when, according to historian Michael Collins, Sam Rayburn and Lyndon Johnson "reigned like lords on Capitol Hill during the presidency
of Dwight Eisenhower." 18
During the early 1960s, Brooks became closer to Johnson when
he served as Vice President under John Kennedy. In November 1963,
Brooks made the trip to Dallas with President Kennedy and Vice President Johnson, was in the motorcade when President Kennedy was assassinated, and was on Air Force One when Johnson took the oath of
office as president. Later his relationship with Johnson became even
stronger, both politically and socially. He supported many of Johnson's
Great Society programs, and he and wife Charlotte often dined with
President and Mrs. Johnson at the White House. 19
As a member of the Judiciary Committee and friend of Lyndon
Johnson, Brooks became an important player in the civil rights legislation of the 1960s. This was especially significant because of the culture and demographics of his Southeast Texas district, where Jim Crow
segregation ruled the lives of his 480,000 constituents, 377,000 white
and 103,000 black. Earlier Brooks, the highly partisan Democrat, had
voted against the civil rights acts of 1957 and 1960, two voting rights
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bills which were proposed and passed under Republican administration
of Dwight Eisenhower. But when the Democrats Kennedy and Johnson
won the White House, Brooks reversed course, became an advocate for
civi I rights, and voted for the civi I rights laws of 1964, 1965, and 1968,
laws which transformed race relations in his district and all across the
South. 20
The first, the Civil Rights Act of 1964, was proposed by President
Kennedy in June 1963 and sent to the House Judiciary Committee,
where Brooks served on Subcommittee No 5 and worked with Chairman Emanuel Celler to win approval for the bill. After Kennedy's assassination and Johnson's elevation to the presidency, Brooks voted for
the measure in the House and celebrated victory when the bill passed
the Senate and President Johnson signed it on July 2, 1964. A broad
law which prohibited racial discrimination in voting, public education,
and employment, it also outlawed segregation in public accommodations and facilities, thus effectively ending Jim Crow segregation in
hotels, restaurants, and movie theatres, as well as libraries, hospitals,
and public parks. 21
With respect to this law, Brooks voted with President Johnson and
the Democratic Party, and apparently against the wishes of most of his
white constituents, as evidenced by a flood of constituent mail that ran
seventeen to one against the proposition. Of course, all or most of his
African-American constituents favored the bill, approved his affirmative vote, and benefitted greatly by the end of Jim Crow segregation. In
the end Jack Brooks and fellow Texans Albert Thomas, Henry Gonzales, and Jake Pickle were among only eleven Southern Democrats who
voted "yes" for this landmark legislation. 22
Brooks voted in favor of other Great Society programs sponsored
by President Johnson, thus embracing a liberal, activist government as
personified by the President. Johnson favored the use of federal power, expertise, and money to solve the nation's problems -- economic,
health, racial, and social. The President won passage of dozens of federal programs, and Jack Brooks voted for many of them, including
the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965, and the Social Security Act of 1965 that implemented Medicare and Medicaid. 23
When Brooks worked for the 1962 Sabine-Neches project, he embraced an old American tradition for Federal development of "internal
improvements" - roads and canals -- to promote economic and indus-
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trial development. During the early nineteenth century, Henry Clay,
John Quincy Adams, and other leaders of the Whig Party favored an
"American system" which included protective tariffs to favor American industry, a national bank to facilitate commerce, and Federal development of "internal improvements," a network of roads and canals
to improve transportation, promote commerce, and unify the nation.
Often funded jointly by the Federal government with local and state
authorities, the "internal improvements" sometimes included "river
and harbor" programs for clearing of rivers and improvement of harbor
facilities. As early as 1824, the "river and harbor" projects were carried out by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, the same organization
that directed the Sabine-Neches project promoted by Congressman
Brooks. 24
In Beaumont, the importance of "internal improvements," that is,
transportation to build and develop the city, was well known. As early
as 1860, A. N. Vaughn, publisher of the Beaumont Banner, praised
the town and its transportation facilities, sighting its location "at the
junction of the Texas & New Orleans Rail Road and the Eastern Texas
Railroad, and at the head of the permanent navigation of the Neches
River." Here, before the Civil War, Beaumont enjoyed the benefits of
"year round" navigation on the Neches, when steamboats from Galveston and Sabine Pass provided regular service for passengers and freight
to and from Beaumont, and when this marine transportation connected
with two railroads, one going east and west, and one going north and
south. Later, this transportation network of "internal improvements"
was expanded and transformed. Highways were built, railroads expanded, the Port of Beaumont constructed, and the Sabine-Neches Waterway improved multiple times, the more recent projects coming in
1922, 1935, and 1945 when the Corps of Engineers deepened the ship
channel to 30,34, and 36 feet, respectively.25
For the 1962 project, Cyrus Vance, United States Secretary of the
Army, issued an official report outlining and recommending plans for
"The Sabine-Neches Waterway, Texas." Endorsed by various Federal
and state officials, the plan provided for widening, deepening, and other improvements in the waterway, which began at Sabine Pass on the
Gulf of Mexico and extended northward up the Sabine ship channel,
past Port Arthur and up the Neches River to Beaumont, a distance of
about 42 miles. The plan included improvements in the Sabine River
channel up to the town of Echo in Orange County, and replacement
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of an "obstructive bridge" in Port Arthur, an old bascule bridge that
crossed the ship channel and provided access to Pleasure Pier Island.
But the most important provision was that the main waterway would be
deepened from 36 to 40 feet from the Gulf of Mexico up to Beaumont.
This additional depth would allow new oil tankers to provide more
efficient service to the ports and to business and industry along the
Sabine-Neches Waterway.26
As outIined in the report of the Corps of Engineers, the BeaumontPort Arthur-Orange area was rich in business and industry, and its need
for improved maritime transportation was great. Business activity included rice mills, shipbuilding, repair yards, steel fabricators, brass
and iron foundries, and most importantly, petroleum, chemical, and
petrochemical industries. Five major oil refineries-Atlantic, Gulf Oil,
Texaco, Pure Oil, and Mobil-had a daily refining capacity of over
950,000 barrels, which represented 10 percent of the total capacity of
the nation. In addition, Sun Oil Company operated a large tank farm
and marine terminal at Smith's Bluff on the Neches River. In 1960
transportation on seagoing vessels on the waterway amounted to about
68 million tons, of which about 41 million tons were petroleum and
petroleum products. In the Beaumont-Port Arthur region, the relationships between the waterway, the refineries, and the local economy were
profound. Two Spindletop oil booms at Beaumont, one in 190 I and
another in 1925, produced huge quantities of petroleum, but it was the
close proximity of the ship channel that determined where the oil refineries would be located. As noted by historian John Lewis Bean, there
is no doubt that the Sabine-Neches waterway played a major role in the
industrial development of Beaumont and Port Arthur. 27
With estimated construction costs of $20.8 million, and annual
maintenance costs of $620,000, the Sabine-Neches project would be
carried out under the direction of the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers.
The plan required local entities to make various contributions including land and money. Port authorities, other governmental entities, and
private corporations would furnish land for easements and rights-ofway, pay for relocation of pipelines and power lines, and contribute
cash for replacement of the old, obstructive bridge at Port Arthur.
These non-Federal construction costs of approximately $1.3 million
were readily accepted by appropriate local entities, as the whole project was enthusiastically endorsed by loca'\ groups in Beaumont, Port
Arthur, and Orange, including oil companies, chambers of commerce,
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city governments, as well as the Port of Beaumont, Port of Port Arthur,
and the Jefferson County Navigation District. 28
To support the proposed project, local civic leaders formed the
Southeast Texas Citizens Committee for Sabine-Neches Waterways
Improvements, a group of one hundred business and political people
from Beaumont, Port Arthur, and Orange. Organized in 1961, the group
was headed by Beaumont banker John Gray and included L. E. Cranston (Mobil Oil), John Newton (Beaumont Navigation District), D. B.
Campbell (E. I. DuPont), Howard Peterson (Orange National Bank),
Munger T. Ball (Sabine Towing Company), A. W. Kusch (Atlantic Refining), and Harvie Parker (mayor of Port Arthur). Gray, Beaumont's
most prominent civic leader, wrote in a 1962 issue of American Banker
magazine about the ongoing industrial and maritime development in
the region, pointing to new petrochemical plants such Koppers, Jefferson Chemical, Goodrich-Gulf, E. I. Dupont de Nemours, Texas Gulf
Sulfur, Houston Chemical, and Mobil Chemical. He described recent
improvements in the ports of Beaumont, Port Arthur, and Orange, and
explained the importance of maritime shipping on the Sabine-Neches
Waterway, noting that in terms of tonnage volume the local waterway
ranked ahead of the Houston Waterway and second only to the port of
New York in the nation. 29
John Gray and the other business and industrial leaders wanted
Federal funds for the Sabine-Neches project. To obtain these funds they
needed the cooperation of Congressman Brooks, the man that "chamber of commerce" people often criticized and voted against because of
his "liberal" politics and his affiliation with the labor unions. This may
have presented a dilemma for some, but not Jack Brooks. He had no
problem using power derived from the votes of working class citizens
to promote the development of business and industry. As suggested by
James Madison in the Federalist papers, Brooks was taking care of
the "interests" of his district. The Sabine-Neches project and others
he sponsored would support the expansion of industry, which in turn
would create more business, more jobs, and more tax revenue for local
governments. As President John Kennedy often said about other matters, the Sabine-Neches project was "a rising tide that lifts all boats."3o
On August 23, 1962, Congressman Brooks introduced House
Resolution 12955, a bill requesting a $20.8 million appropriation for
the Sabine-Neches waterway project. In the same session, he also introduced House Resolution 12669, a bill requesting $23.3 million for
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construction of a levee to protect the city of Port Arthur from hurricane flooding. The two proposals, which totaled $44.1 million, were
referred to the Committee on Public Works and became a part of a
River, Harbor, and Flood Control bill which was passed by Congress
and signed into law by President Kennedy on October 24, 1962. Bills
of this type were common, as eight such laws had been enacted previously during the administrations of FOR, Truman, and Eisenhower. 31
The new law signed by President Kennedy provided Federal appropriations of$2.2 billion for 200 projects spread all across the United
States. This included $378 million for 79 "navigation projects." Among
these 79 projects, the Sabine-Neches waterway with its $20.8 million
budget ranked high in terms of appropriation dollars, ranking fourth
behind $58.2 million for the Kaskaskia River, Illinois, $40 million for
the Illinois Waterway, and $39 million for the James River, Virginia.
No doubt the relatively large size of the Sabine-Neches appropriation
reflected the scale and the national importance of the project, but perhaps also reflected credit on Congressman Brooks, his political power,
and his good relations with Vice President Johnson. 32
As Congressman Brooks won the $44.1 million appropriation for
the Sabine-Neches project and for Port Arthur hurricane flood protection, some might refer to the Federal dollars as "pork," or "ear marks,"
money that he won playing the game of "pork barrel politics," money
that he won because of his seniority and power in the Democratic Party. Others might refer to the appropriations as "development" funds or
"Federal outlays." But in any case, the Federal dollars would be spent
in his district and serve the interests of his constituents. 33
But the $20.8 million Sabine-Neches project was more than "pork"
and more important than a "development" project for his district. With
this project, Congressman Brooks also served national interests. The
primary beneficiaries were the six major oil companies-Mobil, Texaco, Gulf, Atlantic-Richfield, Pure-Union, and Sun Oil-that had refining and shipping operations in Jefferson County. These were large
national corporations that were headquartered in other states, such as
Mobil in Virginia, Texaco in New York, and Gulf Oil in Pennsylvania,
and did business throughout the United States and around the world.
For their Jefferson County refineries, these national companies imported crude oil and other raw materials from Mexico and other foreign
countries, and sold most of their products-gasoline, lubricants, and
other petroleum derivatives -- on the East Coast. Clearly, the Sabine-
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Neches project promoted economic and industrial development for the
nation, creating more profits, more jobs, more tax revenues, and more
economic power for America. 34
For Jack Brooks and other congressmen, winning "Federal outlays" was a means to evaluate their own performance and to estimate
the political and economic power of their state. According to The Almanac ofAmerican Politics, 1972, for the year 1970, the State of Texas
received Federal outlays of about $11.1 billion, the third highest in the
United States. Also for Texas, the Almanac reported a "Federal tax burden" of $9.3 bi II ion, the 71h largest in the nation, thus provid ing a comparison of Federal funds received and Federal taxes paid. The numbers
also demonstrate that when compared to other states, that Texas was
a large and powerful player, and that its congressional delegation rendered good service to the state. In Texas the Federal outlays were distributed among more than a dozen governmental entities, including the
Defense, Transportation, Health, Education, and Welfare, Agriculture,
and Post Office departments, Veterans Administration, and the Civil
Service Commission. The largest recipient in Texas was the Defense
Department, which received more than $5 billion for various military
bases and large companies that carried out defense contracts. 35
For 1970 the Almanac also divided the $11.1 billion in Federal
outlays for Texas among the state's twenty-three congressional districts, thus demonstrating how much each congressman "won" for his
district. However, this division of Federal funds among the districts
sometimes only amounted to rough estimations, because district lines
often cut through multiple recipients such as military bases and post
office districts, and because in some cases such funding may have been
largely independent of the efforts of the local congressman. Jim Wright
of Ft. Worth and the Twelfth District ranked first with $1.6 billion in
outlays, while Olin Teague of College Station and the Sixth District
was in twenty-third place with $197 million. Others were Jim Collins,
Irving, Third District, $648 million; Bill Archer, Houston, Seventh
District, $394 million, and Jack Brooks, Beaumont, Ninth District,
$327 million. Thus, for 1970, Congressman Brooks ranked near "the
middle of the pack" in terms of "winning" Federal outlays for his district. Major recipients in the Ninth District (Jefferson, Chambers, and
Galveston counties) included the Defense, Agriculture, Transportation,
and Health, Education, and Welfare departments. The Almanac did not
list the names of specific recipients or projects, except for the Mobil
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Oil refinery in Beaumont, which received a Defense Department outlay
of $82.9 million for production of petroleum products. 36
Earlier, before 1970, Congressman Brooks obtained Federal outlays for numerous other development projects in his district. These
included Galveston Harbor and Channel, Port of Galveston, Jefferson
County Day Care Center, Houston-Galveston Area Council, City of
Groves Water and Sewers, Intracoastal Waterway Navigation, High
Island Bridge, Hitchcock-Highland Flood Control, Orange Armory,
Rockland Dam, Galveston Oceanographic Center, Salt Water Barrier,
Lamar State College, and as discussed above, the 1962 Sabine-Neches
Waterway project, the completion of which was celebrated on Friday,
August 21, 1970. 37
That Friday evening, after the bridge-opening ceremonies in Port
Arthur, Congressman and Mrs. Brooks attended a reception at the Driftwood, a motor hotel owned by Lloyd Hayes, former mayor of the city.
There Jack and Charlotte enjoyed the food and drink, and the company
of friends and supporters. As shown in the newspaper photographs
from that day, they were a handsome, well-dressed couple; they had
been married ten years and had two children, Jeb and Kate, and before
long would have a third, Kim. Brooks probably felt especially good
that evening, reflecting on the day's events and a job well done. The
new bridge was open and the Sabine-Neches Waterway project would
be completed before long. Soon the new supertankers would have clear
sailing, serving the ports of Beaumont and Port Arthur as well as the oil
companies, including Sun Oil, Texaco, Gulf, and Mobil. 38
So, as they said in a 1974 British rock song, Brooks was "taking
care of business" - helping the big oil companies make more profits
and build their business, nationally and internationally. But also, he
was "taking care of business" in a congressional sense, representing
the "interests" of his district, winning re-elections, earning and using
power in the Democratic Party, supporting the cause of union workers
and their families, improving the lives of African-American citizens,
and promoting broad economic development in his district, development that would lead to more business, more jobs, and more tax revenues for governmental entities. 39
Postscript
After serving his district for forty-two years, Congressman Brooks
retired from office in 1995. He lost his position in the historic elections
of 1994, when the Republican Party won control of the House, and
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when Brooks and thirty-three other Democrats were turned out of office. Among senior Democrats losing their positions were Tom Foley,
Speaker of the House, Dan Rostenkowski, Chairman of the Ways &
Means Committee, and Jack Brooks, Chairman of the Judicial Committee. Jack and Charlotte moved back to Beaumont, where they enjoyed
family and friends, and began assisting journalist Timothy J. McNulty
with compilation of an official biography of the congressman. But, in
December 20 12 a sudden illness struck the former congressman and he
passed away on the 4 lh of that month. He was just shy of his ninetieth
birthday. 40
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BOWIE COUNTY IN TRANSITION: FROM

1860 TO 1870

Dale Weeks
In the early nineteenth century, Bowie County, nestled between the
Sulphur River to the south and the Red River to the north, lay quietly on
the fringes of Northeast Texas. Once the home of the sedentary Caddo
Indians, the land between the rivers welcomed a new wave of immigration as the Mexican, and later the Texas government allocated land for
colonization in the 1830s. 1 As settlers began driving plows into Bowie
County's topsoil, an Anglo society began taking shape. Rapid growth
made the 1860's a period of great transition for Bowie County.2
As migration increased in the mid-nineteenth century, Bowie County's population revealed their Deep South roots. According to the United
States Census of 1860, only three percent of the adult population of Bowie County was born in Texas, with ninety-four percent born in southern
states.) As farmers relocated from Virginia, Georgia, and the Carolinas
into the Tennessee and lower Mississippi River valleys, and eventually
into the state of Texas, they took with them their family heritage, political viewpoints, and most importantly, their commitment to slavery.
Bowie County had a hierarchical social system characteristic of a
slave society. Wealthy landowners dominated society and politics. One
Bowie County family, the Runnels, originally from Mississippi, sat atop
the social ladder and influenced state politics during an explosive era.
Hardin Richard Runnels, the third of four brothers, served ten years in
the Texas House of Representatives before defeating Sam Houston in
the 1857 gubernatorial election. Runnels, replaced in the House by his
younger brother Howell, was an avid defender of slavery and drew criticism for his efforts to reopen the African slave trade. 4 Runnels, owned a
plantation in central Bowie County, and headed a family that exempli-
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fied the southern aristocracy, a class Unionists became determined to
eliminate. The Runnels family, along with other prominent Bowie County slave-holding families (Elliots, Moores, Janes, Colloms, Rochelles,
Ellis, Daniels, and Hooks), brought an antebellum aristocracy to Bowie
County and built a slave society as strong as any county in the South.
When debate began on secession in 1861, Hardin Runnels, a delegate
to the convention, supported leaving the Union as ardently as anyone in
Texas. Bowie County voters supported secession 208 to 15. 5
Between 1860 and 1870 the population of Bowie County changed
little, but the decade brought other demographic changes. 6 Men made
up fifty-eight percent of the adult population among white residents in
1860, while a decade later they comprised only fifty-two percent.? Moreover, the number of adult males declined, leaving a number of Bowie
County women as heads of households. Women headed seventeen percent of Bowie County families in 1870, a thirty-three percent increase
from 1860. 8
Bowie County's African-American Community underwent the
greatest change during the 1860's. African-Americans, for the first time
in the county's short history, were no longer the majority by 1870.9 Following emancipation many Bowie County Freedmen fled to escape violent whites, resulting in a sixteen percent decline in black population. 1O
In contrast, the African-American population in Red River County grew
from 2,513 in 1860 to 4,148 a decade later, while the number of blacks
in adjacent Lamar County also increased. 11 Moreover, in Marion County
the Freedmen population remained virtually unchanged during the same
period. 12
The change in Bowie County population coincided with a dramatic
transformation in the county's economy. With the loss of the slave labor
force, the cost of the war, and the collapse of the Confederate dollar, the
county's agricultural economy faltered. Bowie County recorded 32,633
acres of improved farmland in 1860, but by 1870 that number had fallen
to 18,360 acres, a forty-four percent decline. Bowie County growers
ginned 6,874 bales of cotton in 1860, whereas the 1870 production was
only 2,990 bales, a fifty-seven percent drop. Production of sweet potatoes and Irish potatoes also declined, as well as those of peas and beans.
Wheat production dropped from 2,238 bushels in 1860 to none in 1870.
Even the value of orchard crops fell off fifty-eight percent. 13 Other agricultural commodities experienced similar declines, and livestock numbers also followed suit. '4
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Not all Texas counties experienced such a decline in agricultural
production. Smith County (Tyler), for example, saw virtually no drop
in cotton production from 1860 to 1870. 15 Crops such as sweet potatoes,
peas, beans, and com had little or no decrease in the number of bushels
harvested, and Smith County livestock totals remained steady as welJ.16
What was the difference between Smith County and Bowie County?
Bowie County was more a slave society than Smith County; while Smith
County had more slaves than Bowie County, free inhabitants outnumbered bondsmen two-to-one. 17 With the end of slavery, Smith County
farmers struggled to survive the first couple of years after the war, but
they soon returned the county to an economic level that rivaled antebellum days.ls Most Smith County farmers had not tied themselves to
slavery and were able to recover more quickly from the post-war calamity. Spurred by the arrival of Freedmen laborers into the area to work
the land, Smith County farmers began to reestablish a healthy economy
based on cotton and com. Bowie County, on the other hand, struggled
with rehabilitation due in large part to the exodus of much of its black
labor force.
While economic changes affected all Bowie County farmers, two
groups felt the impact more heavily than others. Aristocratic families
faced ruin by 1870. The Runnels family, for example, experienced tremendous financial losses. The four Runnels brothers, E.S., H.A., Hardin,
and Howell, held a net worth of $327,700 in 1860, but by 1870 their
combined worth was only $17,000, a ninety-five percent reduction. Former governor Hardin Runnels, the owner of a plantation worth $85,000
in 1860, owned a store valued at $15,000 in 1870. His brother, Howell,
worth $108,560 in 1860, was, in 1870, a penniless clerk in his brother's
store. Howell and his wife Martha, who acted as first lady in her brotherin-law's gubernatorial administration, did not own a home and instead
lived with the former governor. 19
The other group most affected by the changes was Freedmen. Emancipation brought little economic progress as tenant farming and the croplien system continued to bind African-Americans to the land and to their
creditors. Only four of the 388 Freedmen families listed in the census
of 1870 held real estate, with those four families holding a combined
worth of just $1,550. 20 In fact, the 1870 census listed only one AfricanAmerican male, a carpenter, as something other than a farm laborer. 21
Whites operating small family farms were among the least affected
by the economic changes of the decade. Money did not buy as much in
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1870, but most white residents of Bowie County operated subsistence
farms. Two such farmers, Alfred Phillips and Moses Day, neither of
whom were slave owners, exemplified the stability of the majority of
whites. The) 870 census recorded Phillips' wealth at $900, slightly less
than the $1,150 on the previous census, yet still enough to maintain his
pre-war way of life. Day also saw little change in his economic status
as his wealth went from $) ,800 in )860 to $1,700 following the decade.
These small farmers did not rely on slavery for their economic survival
so emancipation caused little change to their lifestyle. 22
Even though these subsistence farmers were not on the level of the
aristocratic planter class of antebellum society, they still viewed themselves as part of the white superiority social hierarchy. As long as slavery kept the African-American on the plantation, and the United States
Courts considered slaves less than human, whites had little reason to feel
threatened by blacks. However, with emancipation came a new concern.
The Radical Republican government in Washington accorded Freedmen
equal citizenship, and the end of slavery meant an end to a large portion
of the southern labor system. Whites who owned enough land in 1870
still placed a value on African-American labor and were likely, and more
able, to allow Freedmen to remain on their land as tenant farmers. Keeping the former slaves as landless tenants buried in debt satisfied most
whites that Freedmen were in their proper place in society, but many
small farmers felt threatened by the presence of emancipated AfricanAmericans, which often resulted in racial intolerance at best and quite
often overt racial violence. Poor whites, worried that Freedmen had attained equal status within society, often relied on terror and violence to
insure that Freedmen stayed in their place. 23
Even though African-Americans comprised forty-eight percent of
the population of Bowie County in 1870, whites did not welcome Freedmen in all parts of the county. The poorest precincts in Bowie County
also had the lowest percentage of former slaves among the inhabitants.
Precinct Five, in the southwestern part of the county, had an average
farm value of$597 and an eighty-three percent white population. 24 In the
southeastern part of the county, Precinct One had an average farm value
of $) 600 and a seventy percent white population. 25
In addition to the hostility of local whites, two other factors influenced the county's racial imbalance. First, Cass County to the south,
was the home of the outlaw Cullen Montgomery Baker who led attacks
against Freedmen and their sympathizers. Lieutenant William G. Kirk-
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man, the agent for the Fifth Military District stationed at Boston in Bowie County from 1867 to 1869, fi led numerous reports of citizens who
hindered his attempts to apprehend the desperado. 26 Many white residents viewed Baker as a hero and assisted him by providing cover for the
murderer and his men. 27 This white conspiracy terrified Bowie County
Freedmen, who sought sanctuary in the northern regions of the county or
left their home county entirely.
Second, opportunities in central and northwestern Bowie County attracted Freedmen. Precinct Two, comprising most of east central Bowie
County, was the richest section with an average farm value of $4,830. 28
The precinct's seventy percent African-American population showed
that these wealthier farms provided Freedmen with work as tenant farmers. Precinct Four, in the northern and western part of the county, had a
farm value averaging $2,397 and a sixty percent African American population. 29 In antebellum years, these precincts were home to many of the
large plantations, including the one owned by former governor Runnels.
Whites experienced drastic changes in career opportunities during
the Civil War decade. Even in 1860 employment options were numerous in Bowie County, particularly in trades that supported the everyday
operation of plantations. Blacksmiths, wagon makers, stock raisers, and
teamsters were abundant, along with carpenters, bricklayers, mechanics,
and weavers. Tradesmen located their businesses near the plantations
they served. Eight of the eleven blacksmiths set up shops in the eastcentral and northeastern part of the county amidst some of the larger
plantations, and this same section was home to all nine of the county's
carpenters. Nine of Bowie County's twelve physicians and all of the
druggists practiced near the larger plantations, as did twenty-one of the
twenty-six merchants. The plantation region was also home to Bowie
County's only high school and dance instructor, two examples of the
fabric of antebellum plantation culture and society. JO
The end of slavery and the collapse of the cotton plantations ruined
plantation-related businesses. Not one blacksmith, teamster, mechanic,
carpenter, bricklayer, stock raiser, or weaver, Iisted in 1860, operated
the same type of business by 1870. In fact, after a decade of Civil War
and Reconstruction, only six physicians, seven merchants, and one attorney, all located in either Boston or DeKalb, continued in their vocations. Emancipation also took the job of all of Bowie County's thirtynine overseers. J1
Bowie County schools also underwent change. The county boast-
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ed seventeen school teachers in 1860, but by the end of the decade not
one of them taught in Bowie County. Twelve new teachers attempted
to reorganize education under the Freedmen's Bureau. 32 A few Bowie
County residents, along with some from Cass County, harassed the Bureau and violence escalated until the murder of the Freedmen's Bureau
agent, William Kirkman. Shortly thereafter, the Bureau abandoned its
post in Boston and left the burden of education to the county's residents.
Schools remained small and scattered until public education became a
priority for post-Reconstruction legislators in Austin. 33
Churches, an integral part of antebellum social life, experienced
change as well in Bowie County during the 1860s. Many slaveholders
found justification for owning slaves in the sermons that flowed from
southern pulpits. 34 Texas had 341 organized churches in 1850, and a
decade later immigration had expanded that number to over one thousand. 35 But by 1870 the number of churches in Texas dropped to 843 as
many communities were unable to support preachers. 36 The 1870 census
listed no ministers, and church buildings sat empty in at least two Bowie
County communities in 1869 (Boston and Myrtle Springs) because parishioners' could not financially support a preacher. 3?
The changes Bowie County experienced during the decade of the
1860's had an enormous effect on the population, economy, and social
life of the county, but failed to wrest control of local politics from the
grasp of pro-slavery Democrats. While many Texas counties, such as
Harrison County, remained in the hands of Republican scalawags until
1878, Bowie County Democrats never loosened their grip on home rule.
Bowie County voters sent antebellum secessionist Hardin Runnels to the
1866 Constitutional Convention, and some delegates actually nominated
Runnels for president of the convention, although he failed to win the
seat. Bowie County residents resisted Radical Reconstruction by silently
supporting the efforts of men like Baker and assigning their political
proxy to the antebellum aristocrat, Runnels. 38
In the 1860's the Civil War, the demise of slavery, the death of the
Confederacy, and the collapse of the southern economy changed the face
of Bowie County. With the help of the Freedmen's Bureau, blacks sought
opportunity while many angry, frustrated whites initiated a campaign of
terror against blacks and their white sympathizers. Unknown at the time,
the residents were in an interregnum. "King Cotton" had given way, but
a new king would emerge in the 1870's. The railroad was coming to
Bowie County and once more change was in the forecast.
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PARIS IS BURNING: LYNCHING AND RACIAL VIOLENCE IN LAMAR
COUNTY, 1890-1920

Brandon Jett
From 1865 to 1920, the United States underwentvasttransformations,
especially in the South. New political, social, and economic systems
emerged that transformed the South from a rural, slave-based society, to
an increasingly urban, industrialized, free labor society. The changes to
the social, political, and economic landscape of the South prompted an
unprecedented era of racial violence throughout the region. From 1890
to 1920, lynching became the most visible and prevalent example of
racial violence; at least 2,522 African-Americans died at the hands of
lynch mobs. Lynchings remained a continued threat for southern blacks
throughout the Jim Crow era, however, the number of Iynchings.dropped
steadily from the peak in 1892, and by 1920, lynchings became a
relatively rare event. Historians identified several reasons why lynchings
declined during this period, including changes in the southern economy,
increased pressure from outside anti-lynching organizations, and an
increased reliance on the southern legal system to enforce compliance
with Jim Crow customs and laws.!
An examination of these processes in Lamar County provide an
understanding of the interconnections of these economic, social, and
political transformations and the rise and decline of lynching in the
New South. The county seat for Lamar County, Paris, exemplified the
prototypical New South city. Paris became a major railroad hub and
connected the county to larger markets for agricultural and manufactured
products.
Although agricultural still undergirded the county's economy, by
1900, Paris housed a burgeoning manufacturing and industrial sector
and was one of the northeast Texas' most important cities. Despite the

Brandon Jett is a doctoral student in history at the University ofFlorida
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outward appearance of modernization, race relations remained mired in
antebellum notions of white supremacy and black subordination. White
mobs in Paris lynched at least nine black men between 1890 and 1920.
Most notoriously, Lamar County whites ushered in the era of spectacle
lynchings in 1893 that terrorized southern blacks for the next thirty years.
Lynchings continued to go unchallenged for thirty years unti I 1920, when
prominent whites publicly condemned lynching for the first time. 2
In 200 I, Walter Buenger briefly discussed lynching in Lamar County
in The Path to a Modern South. Buenger argued the change in response
to lynching was indicative of a larger cultural shift that occurred between
1890 and 1930 through which northeast Texans became less concerned
with promoting the traditional southern ideals of the "Lost Cause" and
states' rights. This cultural transformation, he states, acted as the main
catalyst to the region's changing attitudes regarding lynching.)
"Paris is Burning" reexamines the rise and decline of lynching in
Lamar County and focuses specifically on the role of prominent whites in
Paris who initially propagated the continued use of and later hastened the
decline of lynching locally. Following the heinous 1893 lynching of Henry
Smith, local businessmen publicly expressed their empathy for the mob and
condoned their actions. Because of their support, local mob participants
faced no prosecution of any kind, even though Governor James Hogg
pressured locals to bring the ringleaders to justice. Lynchers continued
to enjoy local support until 1920. Following the public burning of two
black men before a crowd of 3,000, the negative national press tarnished
the image crafted by prominent whites in Paris. After a devastating fire in
19 16 that destroyed much of the city, Paris city leaders promoted Paris as a
modern and progressive city. The complete breakdown of legal and social
order that made spectacle lynchings possible threatened the economic
viability of Paris. In addition, thousands of local blacks fled the county
in the aftermath of the lynching and forced city leaders to take steps to
ensure the cheap labor supply remained in the county. Responding to those
specific circumstances, prominent whites in Paris condemned the lynching
publicly, encouraged local authorities to prosecute the lynchers, met with
prominent blacks to encourage them to stay in the county, and ensured that
lynching would no longer be a problem in Lamar County.4
The history of escalating racial violence in Lamar County dates back
to the antebellum era. During the Civil War, a lynch mob murdered a slave
named Rube. Allegedly, according to the Dallas Morning News, "five
hundred people assembled and Rube was tied to a tree, rails were piled
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around him, set on fire and he slowly burned to death." This suggests that
prior to emancipation whites in the county were willing to go to extreme
lengths to eliminate perceived threats to the racial caste system. 5
Following emancipation, the Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen, and
Abandoned Lands came to Texas to make emancipation a reality. The
Bureau faced many problems in Texas. The central problems were a
shortage of personnel and funds, bureaucratic regulations, and the violent
resistance of white Texans to emancipation and black equality. During
Reconstruction, white mobs murdered at least four hundred black Texans.
Most of these lynchings allegedly resulted from the murder or rape of a
white person at the hands of a freedman. The myth of the retrogressive and
rapacious black man had begun.
In Lamar County, the Klan had organized by 1868 in response
to federal efforts to help freedmen exercise their new rights. Bands of
local whites resisted the Bureau's efforts violently and attempted to kill
local bureau agent DeWitt C. Brown numerous times. These cabals also
patrolled the county, murdering several white Republicans and "an untold
number of freedmen." In this era, local whites realized that violence
remained an effective way to limit black advancement and successfully
thwarted the Bureau. By the end of 1868, Brown had resigned his post
with the Freedmen's Bureau because he lacked federal support and left
the county for good. One year later, it was clear to locals that the Bureau
failed because blacks remained virtually enslaved to landholders and
conservative whites had regained control of local political offices. 6
With white Democrats firmly in control of the county, violence
was less overt, but tensions remained. Paris housed a sizeable and wellestablished black middle class, with several African-Americans serving as
council members, including Harry Cunington in 187 I, and Creed Taylor
and Chris Johnson from 1882 through 1885. Like the national economy,
Lamar County's economy grew tremendously during the last decades of
the 19th century, accompanied by rapid population growth. The county's
population more than doubled from 15,790 to 37,302 between 1870 and
1890 and the black population grew by more than 2,000 people in the
I 880s. The working-class character of recent black migration produced
profound effects on local race relations, because white citizens of
Paris, like those of most cities in the New South, pushed for economic
improvement and growth while retaining traditions of white supremacy.
Economic opportunities in the cotton trade in Lamar County prompted a
mass influx of new, unknown blacks, causing black-white tensions to rise.
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For instance, local whites pushed for prohibition reform in the late 1880s
and the early 1890s a movement that pitted them against local blacks,
who tended to be anti-prohibition. To many local whites, black opposition
to prohibition signaled the retrograde nature of the new black migrants.
The combination of recent black in-migration and blacks' resistance to
prohibition reform increased racial tension in the county. By the 1890s, as
Walter Buenger suggested, such conditions turned Paris into "a lynching
site. "7
In the summer of 1890, racial violence struck Paris again. Andy Young,
a local black, became the first lynching victim when local whites accused
him of having "difficulty with some white boys." The Chicago Inter Ocean
described Young as "a hard-working Negro," but listed no additional
reason for his murder. Young was in his early twenties and worked as a
sharecropper on Nathan Grant's farm. The night of the lynching, a small
group of six or seven whites found him at his residence, "called him up,"
and shot him as he came out of the door. Fitzhugh Brundage suggests
that small mob murders "can best be understood as a form of private
vengeance." Young's murder did not fit the traditional image of spectacle
lynching, but the mob sent a message to the rest of the black community
by desecrating Young's dead body with a barrage ofbullets. Andy Young's
killing did not seem to upset the citizens of the community. Evidence
of black or white reactions is either nonexistent or lost to the historical
record. The lack of reaction to the slaying is symptomatic of a lack of
national attention to lynching and racial violence at the time. The absence
of record might also suggest that blacks and whites generally accepted the
lynching or felt they could not speak out against it because they too may
become victims ofviQlent reprisal. 8
A similar lack of reaction by county whites occurred again in 1892,
when a local white man, John Ashley, murdered local black sharecropper
Jarrett Burns. Allegedly, Burns purchased a horse from Ashley but,
according to Ashley, did not keep up the payments. Ashley took the horse
from Burns because of his inability to pay. Burns then showed pragmatism
and fool ishness in the same instance. He went alone and unarmed to request
the return of the horse in order to till his soil. Allegedly, during an ensuing
altercation, Ashley killed Burns. In southern society, the value of blacks
did not exceed even the most miniscule debt. Local authorities pursued
no legal action against Ashley, suggesting that unpaid debts justified the
murder of a black man at the hands of a white man in their eyes. 9
This murder, however, sparked an unprecedented reaction from the
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county's blacks. The lack of legal action against Bums infuriated the
black community in Lamar County and they organized the "Colored
Association" to voice their frustration. They expressed their dissatisfaction
in a way that frightened many southern whites, through violence. Ashley
claimed to have received numerous threats against his life from members
of the "Colored Association," and they allegedly even poisoned his horses.
The action considered most threatening to local whites was yet to come.
According to the Columbus Daily Enquirer, local blacks attempted to
enter Ashley's house a few nights after the murder of Bums. In defiance
of all Jim Crow social rules, several local blacks rode around the Lamar
County streets armed with guns. 10
To combat the growing tide of black assertiveness, local whites
organized for their own protection. Following the attempted break-in of
Ashley's residence, members of the wbite community stood guard over
Ash ley's house to ward offany further black efforts at revenge. Additionally,
local whites turned to the time tested use of violence to send a message for
blacks to leave the issue alone. Small groups of whites whipped numerous
blacks in the ensuing days. Most disturbing to the black community was
the attempted lynching of Jarrett Bums' niece, Ella Ransom. When the
mob, including Ashley, attempted to lynch Ransom, she slipped the noose
off and ran away while the men were "standing a little way off and while
one of them was fixing the rope over a tree limb.""
Following the botched lynching of Ella Ransom, local blacks again
asserted their manhood. Ella Ransom returned to Paris to report the
attack to authorities under protection of several armed black men. Local
whites refused to accept this assertion of dignity and violently expressed
their disapproval. Three of the men who guarded Ella Ransom received
beatings by a group of masked men, but the worst was yet to come.
The racial tensions between the black and white communities came to a
tragic culmination. On September 6, 1892, John Ransom, John Walker,
and William Armor, three black men who protected Ella Ransom, were
lynched. These black men who defended womanhood, the very thing that
white southerners held so sacred, paid with their lives. Not one local white
voiced any opposition or condemnation of the action. '2
The triple lynching was meant to send a clear message to the black
community. Twenty or thirty masked men rounded up the three men,
placed nooses around their necks, and marched them into the woods.
The next morning two young boys discovered the bodies near a road, and
found that "Ransom was swinging clear of the ground, but the mob in
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its hurry had not hung [sic.] Armor and Walker clear, and had to tie their
feet up to clear the ground." According to reports, at least one of these
black men belonged to the "Colored Association." Ransom, Walker, and
Armor's bodies hung in public for all blacks to see with an oath signed by
black members of the "Colored Association" attached to one of the dead
bodies. This note, an obvious white fabrication, visibly linked the lynching
with the recent black assertion of self-respect. 13
At the time of the triple lynching, a new era of race relations was
emerging throughout the South. Scientific racism became the guiding
principle behind white southerners' attack of black civil liberties.
According to proponents of scientific racism, African-Americans were
innately inferior to Anglo-Saxons and did not have the mental capability
to operate effectively in civilized, white, society. In fact, these proponents
posited, African-Americans had retrogressed from docile, humble, and
hard working under the civilizing institution ofslavery back to their savage,
violent origins following emancipation. The black male propensity to lust
after and rape white women was the culmination of this process, according
to racist ideology. Consequently, the popular notion of the black "beast"
dominated southern thought and was often the justification for the violent
treatment of blacks. 14
In Lamar County, the new racist ideology and the obvious lack of
punishment of previous lynchers brought about a new era in lynching
history: the spectacle lynching. In January 1893, Lamar County authorities
found the dead body of a three year-old white girl, Myrtle Vance. Days
after her death, local authorities claimed the child had been raped and then
choked to death. Based on unsubstantiated evidence, authorities quickly
charged a local black man, Henry Smith, with the crime. Smith personified
the stereotype of the retrograde character that local whites attributed to
the newly arrived black population. Smith was a recent arrival to Lamar
County, having lived there for only five years. He had limited family
and community ties and a reputation as a drunk and a troublemaker. The
circumstances surrounding the murder, alleged rape, and involvement of
Smith was contested, but one detail stood out in the case. Months before the
murder, local law enforcement official Henry Vance clubbed and arrested
Smith, and upon his incarceration Smith allegedly vowed revenge against
Vance, who was Myrtle's father. Upon the discovery of the young girl's
body, Smith emerged as the prime suspect based on his low reputation and
his vow to seek revenge against Vance. 15
Smith fled the city, but authorities caught up with him at Hope,
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County streets armed with guns. 10
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Following the botched lynching of Ella Ransom, local blacks again
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attack to authorities under protection of several armed black men. Local
whites refused to accept this assertion of dignity and violently expressed
their disapproval. Three of the men who guarded Ella Ransom received
beatings by a group of masked men, but the worst was yet to come.
The racial tensions between the black and white communities came to a
tragic culmination. On September 6, 1892, John Ransom, John Walker,
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lynched. These black men who defended womanhood, the very thing that
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feet up to clear the ground." According to reports, at least one of these
black men belonged to the "Colored Association." Ransom, Walker, and
Armor's bodies hung in public for all blacks to see with an oath signed by
black members of the "Colored Association" attached to one of the dead
bodies. This note, an obvious white fabrication, visibly linked the lynching
with the recent black assertion of self-respect. 13
At the time of the triple lynching, a new era of race relations was
emerging throughout the South. Scientific racism became the guiding
principle behind white southerners' attack of black civil liberties.
According to proponents of scientific racism, African-Americans were
innately inferior to Anglo-Saxons and did not have the mental capability
to operate effectively in civilized, white, society. In fact, these proponents
posited, African-Americans had retrogressed from docile, humble, and
hard working under the civilizing institution ofslavery back to their savage,
violent origins following emancipation. The black male propensity to lust
after and rape white women was the culmination of this process, according
to racist ideology. Consequently, the popular notion of the black "beast"
dominated southern thought and was often the justification for the violent
treatment of blacks. 14
In Lamar County, the new racist ideology and the obvious lack of
punishment of previous lynchers brought about a new era in lynching
history: the spectacle lynching. In January 1893, Lamar County authorities
found the dead body of a three year-old white girl, Myrtle Vance. Days
after her death, local authorities claimed the child had been raped and then
choked to death. Based on unsubstantiated evidence, authorities quickly
charged a local black man, Henry Smith, with the crime. Smith personified
the stereotype of the retrograde character that local whites attributed to
the newly arrived black population. Smith was a recent arrival to Lamar
County, having lived there for only five years. He had limited family
and community ties and a reputation as a drunk and a troublemaker. The
circumstances surrounding the murder, alleged rape, and involvement of
Smith was contested, but one detail stood out in the case. Months before the
murder, local law enforcement official Henry Vance clubbed and arrested
Smith, and upon his incarceration Smith allegedly vowed revenge against
Vance, who was Myrtle's father. Upon the discovery of the young girl's
body, Smith emerged as the prime suspect based on his low reputation and
his vow to seek revenge against Vance. 15
Smith fled the city, but authorities caught up with him at Hope,
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Arkansas, on January 31, 1893. These officers bound Smith in handcuffs and
took the train back to Paris. Along the way, mobs of angry and belligerent
whites met the party transporting Smith back to Paris and voiced their
desire to see him lynched. When the train arrived at Texarkana, Texas, two
thousand men gathered and expressed the desire to see Smith lynched.
The mob demanded Smith be given over to them so they could lynch the
"brute." However, the mob decided that the people of Paris deserved their
vengeance. It was a foregone conclusion that, guilty or not, Smith was
going to die. 16
Whites in Paris were exhilarated at the chance to lynch Smith. In
the I890s, public burning became a popular form of lynching throughout
the South. The Dallas Morning News reported a day prior to Smith's
capture that "it is the almost universal sentiment that he will be publicly
burned at the stake." On the day of the lynching, aroused citizens from
all over northeast Texas and Arkansas came to view the spectacle. These
onlookers filled almost every train destined for Paris. The railroad
company even increased the number of passenger trains traveling to the
city to accommodate the sheer number of curious whites. No one tried to
stop the inevitable. Instead, locals prepared for the imminent lynching and
assembled a large float box with the word "JUSTICE" painted across the
front and a chair on top in order to secure Smith to the structure and parade
him through the town. This spectacle would not be a quick murder. The
impending lynching turned these religious, supposedly civilized people
into a frenzied, insatiable mob that the entire community condoned. I?
When authorities returned to Paris with Smith in hand, they quickly
handed him over to the frenzied mob, and then the show began. The
ringleaders paraded Smith up and down the main thoroughfares ofthe city.
The lynching became a community event that thousands participated in,
encouraged, and condoned. The mob of J0,000 men, women, and children
followed the parade to a field just outside of the city center and watched
as Henry Vance, his son, and two of Myrtle's uncles took their vengeance.
According to the New York Herald, "hot irons were placed upon the soles
of his [Smith's] feet, rolled over his quivering body, poked into his eyes
and down his throat. A scaffold upon which he lay was then set on fire.
His clothes and fetters burned off and he threw himself to the ground, he
was tossed back into the flames again and again until death came to his
relief." The mob watched and encouraged the torture until Smith's body
burned to ashes. The New York Herald further stated, "Thousands looked
at the death struggles with evident satisfaction and many of them with
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demonstrations of delight." For the time, civilization ceased. IS
The level of brutality meted out against Smith captivated the nation
and exposed millions ofAmericans to this unprecedented form of vigilante
violence. Americans in all sections of the country had long accepted
lynching as a necessary form of punishment in regions outside the control
ofthe institutions of law and order, such as the West. Lynchings served as
extralegal methods of punishment and mim icked legal executions. Victims
usually admitted their crime and were hung in a matter-of-fact manner. The
lynching of Henry Smith, looked more like a medieval torture than a legal
execution. It also occurred at a time when sensational newspaper reporting
became the norm. Newspapers across the country reported the lynching
in sensationalized form that captivated millions and exposed them to
spectacle lynching for the first time. The Philadelphia Inquirer's headline
read, "Tortured With Red-Hot Irons and Then Burned Alive-Thousands
of Citizens of Paris Aid the Unparalleled Retribution." The New Haven
Register also focused on the heinousness of Sm ith 's prolonged death and
printed the simple and straightforward headline, "Tortured Him [Smith] to
Death." Perhaps the most telling description ofthe Henry Smith lynching
came from the Chicago Daily Inter Ocean: "The Texas Horror" ran across
the headlines on February 3, 1893, and painted a violently negative picture
of Lamar County. 19
The extraordinary and unprecedented lynching piqued national
interested and forced locals to defend their actions. Many citizens,
according an anonymous author, expected the event to come and go and
"all seemed satisfied and went their way in peace." National attention,
however, did not let the lynching fade quietly into history. Responding
to a request for an explanation by the editor of the New York Herald,
Paris News editor A. P. Boyd replied, "I am not unmindful of the fact that
such violence is a menace to the liberties of the people ... and as a public
journalist I do not generally indorse [sic] it." However, Boyd still believed
the "sickening outrage" of the rape and murder of Myrtle Vance vindicated
the actions of the citizens of Paris, and other locals expanded upon his
argument. 20
Prominent locals began a campaign to justify the mob's actions in
various publications. Colonel J. C. Hodges, one of the leading criminal
lawyer in the county, stated in the Dallas Morning News that, "When I
think of Smith's fate and am disposed to protest against it I think of the
little girl the torture imposed upon her when she was equally helpless, and
I can find no word of condemnation for the manner in which Smith was
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put to death." Hodges statements sought to redefine the "Paris Horror" as
the rape and murder of Myrtle Vance, and not the torture of Henry Smith.
In so doing he appealed to white men locally and regionally by claiming,
"Smith's death was simply the will of the people... The deed has been done
and as good citizens we must indorse it."21
The most comprehensive defense of the lynching came in the form of
a book published by prominent local businessman John M. Early, shortly
after Sm ith's death. Entitled Eye for an Eye (1893), the book defended the
action of the mob and attempted to justifY the mob's incomprehensible
brutality. Early emphasized that it was the sadistic rape and murder of the
young girl that "incite[d)" the mob. The author blamed the brutal torture
on the victim himself; Smith's actions alone led to the lynching, not some
underlying racial motivation. Early described Smith as "the chiefest
among sinners" who committed the most barbaric of crimes and argued
that the ''tardiness and uncertainty of punishment hard] stripped the law of
its terror" and it therefore had not acted as a deterrent for heinous criminals
such as Smith. According to Early, the lynching of Smith resulted from
the inadequacy of the legal system to discourage violent crimes properly,
which, in turn, forced the community to defend itself through extralegal
means. In the eyes of the white community, the mob did not represent
lawlessness. Instead, it was viewed as having acted responsibly and
in a ''very refined manner." In his attempt to save the reputation of the
city, Early did not denounce the lynching but instead rationalized it as a
necessary and justifiable punishment for atrocities committed by blacks
against civilized society.22
Early's book expressed the pro-lynching defense, but it also had more
personal motivations. Early was a successful local businessman with a
wife and three children. More importantly, he was heavily invested in the
city, so much so that in 1893 he built an elegant, two-story house complete
with floor-length windows, ornate brass hardware, handmade doors, and a
cherry wood stairway just one mile outside of the city center. Early did not
want the lynching to discourage economic and population growth in Lamar
County, and thus concluded his book with a statement describing the goodhearted nature of the community and the economic advantages of the city.
Early described Paris as a place where economic prosperity was easily
attainable and he encouraged Americans to move to his town. He touted
the community's economic potential and emphasized the availability of
"thousands of acres of land at $2 per acre, rich as the Nile valley." Early
explained the religious commitment of the city, its educational benefits,
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and the dedication of the citizens to protecting "at all hazards, the women
and children, even though it takes a little fire."23
Prominent whites in Paris not only defended the actions of the mob,
but they discouraged any type of prosecution of the lynchers. After the
lynching, Governor James Hogg wired the local county attorney B. B.
Sturgeon and asked him to "do your whole duty and prosecute every
person engaged in the reported lynching of one Henry Smith at Paris. By
all means preserve the names of the offenders and witnesses to the end
that the guilty parties may be prosecuted." Hogg also wired the Sheriff
Hammond of Lamar County and asked him to pursue a similar course. He
proclaimed, "Promptly make complaint before the proper officers against
every person known to have been engaged in the lynching of the negro
Henry Smith at Paris." Hogg's appeals to local law enforcement were not
well received and the Dallas Morning News reported that public sentiment
regarded the governor's proclamations as "a joke." Despite pictures of
the lynching and thousands of local witnesses, the county successfully
avoided the issue and no prosecutions were made. 24
After the 1893 lynching of Smith, the citizens in Lamar County never
again resorted to such a large-scale, public lynching, but small-scale
lynchings continued. Mobs killed two black men in Lamar County in 1895
and 1901, but little information about the lynchings exists. The lack of local
accounts makes it necessary to rely on national newspapers that paid little
attention to the murders, but the persistent acts of mob violence suggest
continued community acceptance of lynchings. In 1895, whites in Paris
lynched a black man named Jefferson Cole in the midst of increased White
Cap violence. According to the Kansas City Times, "many outrages [were]
committed by white caps in Texas" throughout the month of August 1895,
but the report gave little indication why whites in the county resorted to
violence against blacks. It stated that on August 23, 1895, Jefferson Cole,
"an aged and inoffensive negro, was called out of his house and riddled
with bullets" by a mob of whites. No reason was given for the murder of
Cole, but the article noted that Cole owned land. Whites throughout the
South reacted violently against black property owners because blacks who
owned property "could be deemed disrespectful to certain elements of the
white population." Local whites also attacked prominent members of the
black community, including Reverend J. H. McClinton, who was murdered
on December 25, 190 I. The lynching did gain some national attention, but
accounts only stated that the reverend was "shot to death by a crowd of
men." From 1893 to 1920 lynching in Paris declined as the subordination
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of blacks hardened through legal and other Jess overt means. 25
While lynching declined in Paris, Lamar County whites utilized
another virulent form of subordination. White southerners implemented
new laws that legally subordinated blacks in the 1890s and early 1900s.
The Texas Legislature passed stringent laws legally segregating blacks and
whites in the 1890s. In 1891, for example, the Texas Legislature passed
a bill that required separate railroad coaches for blacks and whites. 26 The
Supreme Court's decision in Plessy v. Ferguson (1896) officially gave
Southerners legal sanction to enforce segregation in nearly all public
places as long as they followed the principle of "separate but equal. ll27
Legal segregation was accompanied by the removal of black political
representation through disfranchisement measures. In 1903, the Texas
legislature passed the Terrell Election Law that required the payment
of a poll tax in order to vote in Texas. The legislature amended the law
numerous times between 1903 and 1923, and by 1908 had succeeded
in eliminating almost all black voters. In that year, only one black voter
attempted to vote. The Democratic Party's establishment of the white
primary also played a role in eliminating the black vote. By 1910, Texans
had a firmly established a system of segregation that legally placed blacks
below whites. Black disenfranchisement had an obvious impact on the
prohibition campaign. Earlier, in August 1902, Lamar County locals
rejected a prohibition measure by a count of 4,046 for and 4,562 against.
Undoubtedly, the votes of local blacks, who did not support prohibition,
played an important role in this defeat. However, a year after the enactment
ofthe poll tax prohibition passed in the county, signifying the effectiveness
of the poll tax in disfranchising blacks. The total number of votes cast had
fallen by 3,000 since the previous election. 28
Throughout the 1890s and the early 1900s, Lamar County experienced
economic growth. Property values in northeast Texas steadily grew from
1900 to 1920 and Paris emerged as one of the largest cotton markets in
the region. Throughout northeast Texas, farmers devoted more and more
of their land to the production of cotton, especially after the outbreak of
World War I in Europe. Demand for cotton seed oil, peanut seed oil, and
other agricultural products grew as a result of the war and local farmers
answered the call. Agricultural production more than tripled between
1910 and 1920 as the overall value of all crops produced exploded from
$5,518,581 to $18,270,287. Investment in the manufacturing sector grew
slowly between 1870 and 1880 from $43,750 to $74,970. However, the
manufacturing economy expanded during the next two decades; by 1890
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local capital investment blossomed by 600% to $439,350, and by ]900, it
had more than doubled to $1,003,] 52. 29
Wartime demand for agricultural and manufactured goods promoted
economic growth in Lamar County during the] 91 Os, and the manufacturing
sector doubled from 19]4 to ]919. A devastating fire in 19] 6, which caused
$11,000,000 worth of property damage, did not stop economic growth
in Paris and locals came together and rebuilt the city. Economic growth
encouraged population growth and both blacks and whites migrated to the
area for jobs. The total population grew from 46,544 in ]9] to 55,742
in 1920. The prosperity of Lamar County and the chance to rebuild after
the 1916 fire allowed city leaders to promote Paris as a city of beauty and
wealth. 30
Despite the outward appearance of progress and growth, Paris was
two different places. It was an idyllic place for whites, but underneath
the veneer of progress there remained the ever-present threat of violence
for local blacks. Although few lynchings occurred during this time, other,
less widely reported instances of racial violence underlay race relations in
the city. As historian Kidada Williams argues, rapes, whippings, assaults,
and shootings became so commonplace in the late-nineteenth and earlytwentieth century South that reports of these events rarely surfaced. Local
blacks surely remembered the excessive punishment meted out against
Henry Smith, thus more individualized acts of violence against local
blacks probably were sufficient to ensure their cooperation within the
confines of Jim Crow. 31
World War I spawned economic prosperity, but it also profoundly
affected race relations in Paris and throughout the country. Many returning
black veterans vehemently opposed Jim Crow in an unprecedented
assertive manner. Blacks across the country heeded the advice ofW. E. B.
DuBois to take up arms and join the army despite the "deep-seated feeling
of revolt among negroes at the persistent insult and discrimination to which
they are subject." DuBois hoped that blacks' loyal service in their nation's
fight for democracy abroad would persuade white Americans to return the
favor and grant equal rights at home. Nearly 400,000 African-Americans
followed DuBois' advice and enlisted in the armed forces. Upon the return
of the black service men, the so-called "New Negro mentality" swept
the nation. The New Negro asserted himself like never before as "on the
national canvas and a force in the foreground of affairs" who emphasized
the importance of black culture as separate from but equally important as
white American culture. This new mentality encouraged many blacks to
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push for equal rights and challenge the American racial hierarchy.32
White Texans responded violently to the idea of a New Negro who
rejected racial subordination. The Red Summer of 1919 represented the
most evident impact of World War J on race relations in the United States.
After fighting to make the world safe for democracy, returning black
soldiers created tensions through their push for better treatment at home.
Race riots erupted in twenty-two cities throughout the country from April
14 to October I, 1919. Racial tensions boiled over in northeast Texas
as well. In Longview, Texas, a race riot erupted when whites responded
ferociously to the push by local blacks to "migrate, to start businesses, to
vote, and to strive for equal rights."33
Although no riots erupted in Paris, the end of WWI brought an
economic recession and the New Negro mentality to Lamar County.
European production of agricultural and manufactured goods rebounded
after the end of the war and Lamar County suffered. The price of cotton
dropped by more than fifty percent in 1920 and the demand for other
goods subsided as well. Accompanying the economic downturn, local
black veterans from World War I returned with new ideas that threatened
Jim Crow. To southern blacks, these valiant, uniformed men were a
source of racial pride. However, these veterans struck fear into many
southern whites. Southern whites viewed the New Negro as a threat, and
as arrogant and impudent. Many feared violent clashes between southern
whites and blacks because of the New Negro's assertion of manhood and
willingness to fight for civil rights. In 1919, local whites alerted federal
investigators that black veterans were conducting meetings with other
black residents. Local whites feared these meetings would cause "trouble"
because local black veterans urged their fellow blacks to fight for equal
rights. Like blacks around the country, local blacks did not violently
express their dissatisfaction with their subordination and instead many
left the countryside and moved to cities to escape rural poverty and racial
violence. 34
In Paris, two young black tenant farmers decided to escape farm
tenancy and move out of Lamar County's countryside. Herman Arthur,
a twenty-six year old World War I veteran who served in France, and his
nineteen-year-old brother Irving, decided to leave. Along with many other
blacks, they sought an escape from Jim Crow racial violence behind, and
find and new economic opportunities in the emerging urban centers. Since
cheap black labor was the backbone of the southern agricultural economy,
many southern whites utilized a number of tactics to stem the flow of black
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migrants, and Lamar County was no exception. In the early afternoon of
July 2, 1920, a wealthy farmer, J. H. Hodges, and his son Will confronted
the Arthur brothers when they packed their limited belongings into a
rented truck. The Arthurs allegedly owed J. H. Hodges money, but refused
to acquiesce to Hodges's demands that they stay to work on his farm and
an intense argument turned violent. Sometime during the subsequent
altercation both J. H. and Will Hodges died of gunshot wounds. The
Arthurs then took flight and headed north.J5
In the wake of the Red Summer of 1919 and the race riot in Longview,
Lamar County whites intended to send a message to the black communitythe New Negro would not be tolerated. For several days search parties
fanned out over northeast Texas to capture the black fugitives. Four days
after the murder of Hodges and his son, authorities in Valiant, Oklahoma,
captured the Arthurs. Paris officials placed the brothers in jail to await trial,
but quickly a crowd gathered, "stormed" the jail, and overpowered the
authorities holding Herman and Irving. The mob quickly took the Arthurs
to the fairgrounds, "where a stake and fuel had been prepared." At the
fairgrounds, a crowd of around three thousand tied the defiant Herman and
Irving to a stake and watched with ominous delight as the two men slowly
burned. Herman and Irving, in the true spirit of the "New Negro" met their
death bravely. When the mob's ringleaders asked Herman if he was sorry
for killing Hodges, he replied, "[he] would kill any man, white or black,
who assaulted [my] mothers and sisters." The defiant black men did not
utter a single word while being burned alive. In a final act of desecration,
the mob chained the charred bodies of the Arthurs to a truck and a "caravan
proceeded to drive them through the streets and yards of the black sections
of town." Although no blacks witnessed the lynching, the foul smell of
burnt flesh, the rambunctious and boisterous crowd, and the dragging of
the charred bodies through town reminded all of the city's blacks of the
lengths to which whites would go to punish perceived transgressions. J6
In light of the previous year's race riots, authorities feared a violent
backlash from the black community. Following the mass burning of the
two black men, city officials took "extraordinary precautions" to ensure no
Longview-type race riots occurred. The mayor organized groups of armed
volunteers and deputized squads that he then sent into the black section
of town to quash any would-be rioters. In spite of the widespread fear
of black reprisal, blacks did not organize a large-scale, violent response.
Local blacks had no intention of retaliating violently. As Essex Reese, a
ten-year-old black boy at the time of the Arthur lynching, remembered,
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"Most blacks had families and children; they weren't going looking for
trouble." Thus, the organized bands of whites disbanded the following
night with "quiet restored."37
Blacks did not respond to white violence with violence, but instead
expressed their dissatisfaction through flight. Black flight was the safest
and most common form of black discontent. Blacks in Lamar County
fled on an unprecedented scale following the lynching. From 1920 to
1930, the total number of blacks in Lamar County shrank from 12,970 to
9,382. Authorities released the remaining members of the Arthur family
and with the help of the Black Masonic Lodge and some sympathetic
whites, they left for Chicago. Along with the Arthurs, "an exodus of black
residents followed." The Chicago Defender sent a representative to report
on the events unfolding in Paris. One of the newspaper's headlines read,
"THOUSANDS OF RACE PEOPLE LEAVfNG BLOOD SOAKED
DISTRICT." Census records support the newspaper reports and show that
the migration led to a permanent and significant loss of black population. 38
The exodus of blacks concerned white citizens of Paris, some of
whom used a number of intimidation tactics to dissuade blacks from
fleeing. The Chicago Defender claimed, "The only thing causing concern
at the present time is the migration of hundreds of our people" from Paris.
Whites understood black flight as a form of protest, but more troubling
for southern whites was the threat to the southern agricultural economy
that the mass migration of blacks posed. The lack of available farm labor
threatened to cripple the manual labor workforce and damage an economy
that, because of the devastating fire in 1916 that destroyed much of the
city, was still in the process of rebuilding. Whites resorted to numerous,
extralegal tactics to discourage blacks from moving out of the city. The
Chicago Defender reported that banks "refused to allow the withdrawal of
savings of the people who have already left or who are preparing to go"
and hoped that blacks would not flee without their money. Whites also
employed violent intimidation tactics to discourage blacks from leaving
and patrolled the streets of Paris armed with revolvers and other guns to
influence blacks to stay.39
J. M. Crook, mayor of Paris, demanded leaders of both the black and
white community meet to discuss the recent troubles and dissuade the
city's blacks from fleeing. Thirty leading white citizens, such as Judge A.
P. Park, Captain J. J. Dickerson, and Professor J. G. Wooten, led the white
delegation. Reverend C. N. Hampton and Reverend Brackeen, two pastors
from the leading black churches in Paris, led the black delegation. The
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purpose of the meeting, according to the white delegates, "was to impress
on the colored people that it was very necessary for them to be discreet and
temperate in speech and conduct." Local whites, once again, placed the
blame for the lynching squarely on the black community. In this meeting,
local businessman J. J. Dickerson announced to the black delegates the
senselessness of leaving because blacks would receive similar treatment
anywhere in the United States. Dickerson stated, "If they should go to
Indiana, Chicago or other places in the North, they would receive summary
treatment if they did not behave themselves." Dickerson's attempt to
dissuade blacks from fleeing the city reflected the idea that blacks in
general needed to respect the authority of whites, and if blacks continued
to step out ofp'lace they would receive harsh treatment regardless of where
they resided. Although prominent whites did not approve of the lynching,
their demeanor towards the city's black population remained as ardently
racist as in the I890s. 40
National media attention compounded the local problems the Arthur
lynching caused. The national black press and black organizations attacked
the city, the state of Texas, and all American citizens for once again
allowing a publ.ic burning of black men. The Chicago Defender blasted
the city of Paris with a headline that read "Texans Rejoice as Men Burn:
Paris, Birthplace of Stake Burning, Stands by Old Record." The NAACP
denounced the lynching and James Weldon Johnson criticized Governor
William P. Hobby for his unwillingness to bring the members of the mob
to justice. Johnson, in a public statement issued to the Wichita Negro Star,
asked, "Christian America is there any justice within your power? How
long will you bum human beings at the stake-what will be your end?"4!
Most southern cities engaged in boostering during this time, and city
leaders of Paris promoted their city as vociferously as city leaders did in
other major cities in the South. Groups of city leaders banded together
and "sold" their respective cities to outside investors who could improve
the economic capacity of their city. Boosters embellished the benefits of
their city and downplayed the negative aspects, such as racial violence.
Following the 1916 fire, Paris boosters sought to promote their city as
modem and attractive to outside investment. The negative national attention
that emerged following the Arthur brothers' lynching forced these boosters
to respond to national criticisms. Whereas in 1893 city boosters defended
lynching, this time, they moderated their response. 42
Following the Arthur lynching, prominent whites condemned the
mob's actions. A well-known minister, Robert Shuler, led the attack on
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lynching in a statement printed in the local newspaper. He claimed the
lynching tarnished the city and the citizens and represented "a shameful
defiance of civilized ideals and standards." Schuler further condemned
mob violence, stating "a mob never rights a wrong." He also expressed
concerned regarding the negative impact the lynching would have on the
reputation of Paris. His public statement declared, "That our community
will suffer beyond repair is proven by the fact that Wednesday afternoon
there was published aU over the North and East dispatches announcing
that we had burned Negroes." Many other prominent members of Paris
also worried the lynching damaged the respectability of their city during a
crucial time. Focused on rebuilding their city, they worried that the unruly
nature of the mob and turbulent race relations hurt chances for outside
investment. As the Paris Morning News exclaimed, "the people of Paris
will pay a heavy price for the orgy ofanarchy." In light ofchanged national
perceptions of lynching, the city leaders of Paris finally understood that
lynching was bad for business. 4J
Following the pattern of previous lynchings, many locals deflected
the responsibility for the lynching to blacks themselves. Even Schuler, the
outspoken critic of mob violence, clung to the idea of racial subordination
and exclaimed, "if the Negro race will show its appreciation by living as
these good men [prominent white men of Paris] desire them to live, much
of the errors of the past wi 11 be removed from the path of their race." He
reminded blacks that in order to ameliorate the threat of violence against
them, they needed to remain in their place and act according to the racial
customs of the day. Schuler went further and claimed that the New Negro
mentality brought on mob violence. He stated, "The attitude of many
negroes toward farm labor and other work, their seething disposition not
to assist the farms in earnest fashion and at fair remuneration, had much
to do with the spirit of this mob." Shuler spoke out against lynching on
legal grounds, but did not denounce the discriminatory and oppressive
treatment of blacks, and instead placed the blame for extralegal violence
squarely on the shoulders of local blacks. 44
In response to local and outside pressure, authorities called a grand
jury to investigate the Arthur brother lynching and bring the ringleaders
to justice. According to news reports, a mass meeting of white citizens
adopted a resolution insisting on a "thorough investigation" to look into
who led the mob. The grand jury responsible for investigating the lynching
consisted of some of the most influential members of the city, "the cream
of the business and Chamber [of Commerce] crop of Lamar County, with
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a huge vested purpose to save the image of Paris, Texas." The grand jury
attempted to identifY the ringleaders, but had a difficult time finding locals
who would testifY against the alleged lynchers. 45
Despite many impediments, the grand jury persevered and continued
to investigate the matter diligently. After several days of interviews, the
grand jury indicted local white fanners Wilber C. Clough, Ernest Coggins,
Tom Dobbs, Charley Luckey, and T. D. Holderness for murder. Following
a grand jury indictment, Judge Ben H. Denton decided to move the case
because "the prejudice and excitement in this case in Paris would by its
existence here be detrimental to a fair and just trial."46 The trial took place
in the 59th District Court of Grayson County in Shennan, Texas. A fire
destroyed most of the records in 1930, but it seems no convictions occurred
because many of the people indicted continued to live in Lamar County.47
Although it appears no convictions came out of the trial, prominent
citizens of the County considered the lynching an "outrage" and
publicly supported the convening of the grand jury. The Paris Morning
News printed a resolution signed by 198 prominent locals that pledged
"to render every assistance in our power" to the investigation into the
Arthur brothers lynching. Although not every citizen spoke out against
the lynching, prominent county whites assured the public that "There
will never be another lynching in Paris." One can deduce, however, that
violence remained a persistent threat to local blacks despite the fact that no
lynchings were reported following the 1920 burning. 48
From 1890 to 1920, whites in Paris consistently reaf'finned their
dominance over local blacks through lynching. In response to an influx
of working-class blacks and increasing black assertiveness, such as
community defense in 1892 or the "New Negro" mentality in 1920, local
whites utilized lynching as a method of ensuring confonnity among the
local black population. African-Americans in Lamar County faced the
threat of violence and several local blacks who stepped out of traditional
racial boundaries met their deaths at the hands of lynch mobs. Local
whites used lynching to punish specific transgressions, but they also used
lynching to send a message to the entire black community. Lynch mobs
left their victims hanging in public, publicly tortured and burned them to
death, and dragged them through black sections of town, all in an effort
to intimidate the black community, remind them who ruled, and to finnly
reinforce white supremacy.49
Paris had an inveterate history of racial violence, but as white
supremacist ideology grew in the 1890s, local whites became increasingly
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vociferous in their acceptance of lynching. Community participation in
lynching increased steadily from the early 1890s and culminated in. the
1893 lynching of Henry Smith before a crowd reaching upward of 10,000
people. As the number of mob participants increased, lynching became
increasingly public and organized. When citizens in Paris lynched Henry
Smith, the brutality and sheer size of the mob forced locals to defend
their actions. Locals claimed such extreme forms of extralegal violence
were necessary to deter rapacious blacks from raping white women and to
counterbalance a slow, cumbersome legal system.
The national press, however, forced locals to respond in both the
1893 and 1920 lynchings. The responses from prominent locals changed
from justifying lynching in 1893 to condemning it in 1920. Local
attitudes reflected a broader national pattern. Lynching in the United
States reached a crescendo in the early I 890s and reports of lynchings
proliferated more than in any other time in American history. Thus, when
national attention focused on Paris following the lynching of Henry Smith,
prominent citizens defended the actions of the mob as necessary due to
the inability of the local legal system to protect the citizenry properly.
By 1920, however, American perceptions of lynching had changed due to
increased pressure from organizations like the Commission for Interracial
Cooperation NAACP, the masses of blacks who migrated from southern
states to the North, and the work of newspapers in painting lynching in a
negative light. Therefore, in an effort to salvage their city's reputation and
not appear backward and crude, prominent whites repudiated the actions
of the mob in 1920, but by no means did they accept responsibility for mob
violence. Following the lynching in 1893, locals blamed the lynching on
the actions of Smith himself and not on the members of the mob. In 1920,
locals blamed the entire black community for the lynching. Local whites
hoped to maintain a sizeable black community for a cheap labor source and
attempted to curb the flow of blacks fleeing the county, but simultaneously
argued that the local black community's inability to "behave themselves,"
was the root cause of mob violence. 5o
Following the 1920 lynching, blacks in Paris felt their vulnerability
more intensely and took to flight. Their willingness to leave the county
resulted in an increased recognition of the importance of the black
community by local whites. In spite of Lamar County's history oflynching,
the strength of the local economy outweighed the fear of violence and the
black population increased from 9,378 in 1890 to 12,970 in 1920. During
the 1920s, however, the agricultural economy of Lamar County receded
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at an alarming rate and the total value of all crops produced during that
decade dropped dramatically from an all-time high of$18,270,287 in 1920
to $7,155,653 in 1930. The economic downturn and the fear of violence
caused black fI ight. The loss ofa cheap source oflabor threatened to damage
the local economy further. This forced the local white power structure to
begrudgingly recognize the local black community as a viable force in
county affairs. Whereas, previously negotiating with blacks was untenable
in 1893, in the midst of massive black migration, prominent local whites
called a meeting with local black leaders in 1920. Although they still did
not see blacks as equals, local whites acknowledged the legitimacy of the
local black community by inviting black community leaders to a meeting
with the still all-white Chamber of Commerce. 51
In summary, from 1890 to J 920, whites in Lamar County generally
accepted lynching as a form of racial control. Locals repeatedly resorted
to mob violence in an effort to establish racial subordination among a
growing black population in Lamar County. From 1890 to 1920, mob
violence continued unimpeded, but the changed national perception of
lynching and the unprecedented exodus of thousands of local blacks forced
prominent locals to rebuke mob violence to protect the reputation of their
city and ensure that lynching in Paris was a thing of the past.
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CAROLYN HESTER, TEXAS SONGBIRD

By: C. Ross Burns
During the early years of the folk music revival of the late 1950s
and early 1960s, one of the leading female folksingers in the country
was the Texas Songbird, Carolyn Hester. She used her soaring girlish soprano to breathe life into old traditional songs from the British Isles, the
United States, and Mexico. She chose songs that had beautiful haunting
melodies which her voice augmented. Following in the footsteps of Pete
Seeger and Susan Reed, she worked with and learned from Buddy Holly,
Paul Clayton, Bob Dylan, Tom Paxton, Judy Collins, Ian and Sylvia, and
many of the folk singers of the period. A long with many of her cohorts,
she was active in the civil rights movement as well. She has influenced
subsequent female singer-songwriters, including Emmylou Harris, Joni
Mitchell, and Nanci Griffith. In her native Texas, she has remained a
strong supporter of folk music by serving on the board of directors and
as a performer at the Kerrville Folk Festival for many years, and, at age
75, is still recording
Born in Waco, Texas in 1937, Carolyn Hester grew up in a home
fi lied with music. From her grandparents in Austin, she first heard old
traditional songs including, "Lullabies, spirituals, mountain melodies,
Appalachian songs."1 Carolyn's father, attorney James Gordon Hester,
was a fan of country music balladeer Burl Ives. He encouraged Carolyn's
interest in music from a young age. As a teenager in the 1940s, she heard
and was inspired to become a folksinger by Pete Seeger, the Weavers,
and Susan Reed. The family relocated to Dallas, Texas where she began
performing with The First Methodist Church choir.
The choir director was so impressed with her natural talent that the
church paid for weekly voice lessons. These lessons required a one-hour
bus ride across town after dark, a daunting challenge for the times. DurC. Ross Burns is the Director ofLibrary Technical Services

at Sui Ross State University.
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ing this period, she started teaching herself guitar and took lessons from
local country musician Johnny Giles. She also began appearing at local
talent shows including some broadcast on WFAA-Ty'2
By the time she graduated from high school in 1955, the family had
moved to Denver. She turned down a music scholarship from the University of Colorado to pursue an acting and singing career in New York City.
While working days as a secretary, she took voice and guitar lessons and
started to develop her own singing and playing style. She developed her
song repertoire by frequenting the local branch library that had a large
circulating collection of folk recordings. In addition, she often visited
her aunt in Alexandria, Virginia to gain access to the Library of Congress' extensive collection of folk recordings. She also listened to fellow
performers and their recommendations as well.
Meanwhile back out west, her family moved to Lubbock as Buddy
Holly's career was taking off. Holly was promoted and managed by Norman Petty just across the border in Clovis, New Mexico. Ruth Hester,
Carolyn's mother, sent Petty a penny postcard to set up an audition for
Carolyn. Carolyn flew to Lubbock and drove the family car down the
long dusty road to Clovis for the audition. Ruth came along to provide
moral support. Petty liked what he heard and agreed to record her. 3
Since Petty's echo chamber was a bay in his father's service station
and garage next door, the recording sessions were held in the evenings.
Carolyn's sessions had to be scheduled around Holly's schedule as well.
Holly hung around during rehearsals taking snapshots of her in the studio. 4 In these sessions she was accompanied by her father on harmonica, Cricket drummer Jerry Allison playing brushes on cardboard, and
George Atwood on bass. Atwood was a local player who supported other
Petty proteges including Holly and Waylon Jennings. Petty persuaded
the Coral label to issue Hester's album Scarlet Ribbons in 1957. With
the exception of the title tune which was a pop tune written in J 949, the
songs on the album were traditional folk songs.
When Petty and Holly came to New York, they visited Hester and
one night took her to a rock concert at the Brooklyn Paramount Theater
where Holly shared the stage with the Everly Brothers, Chuck Berry,
Little Richard, and the Diamonds. Later, when Coral requested that she
record some Christmas songs, Hester enlisted Holly's help with arranging and recording four songs. He brought along his red Stratocaster to
play the arrangements. The session included four songs:" Christmas in
Killarney", and one song each written by Mr. Hester, Carolyn, and Holly.
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No one seems to know where the master tapes for the Coral album and
these four songs are, so they have never been re-issued. 5 Holly was a
large influence on Hester's guitar playing and song selection.
Her working relationship with Holly was one of mutual respect
and admiration. When Holly played the Royal Albert Hall in London in
1958, he surprised the crowds there by being brought up onto the stage
playing the piano and singing "Black is the Color," which was one ofthe
traditional songs from Carolyn's album. In September of 20 II, Hester
returned the compliment by stunning the crowd at the Teatro Bibiena in
Mantua, Italy by opening her show with her soaring version of Holly's
"Lonesome Tears."6
By age 21, Hester was the leading lady of the folk circuit playing
about one week a month in the cafes and nightclubs in Greenwich Village which was the heart of the nascent folk movement. In addition, she
was playing folk venues in Washington, D.C., Detroit, Philadelphia, and
Cambridge. A younger unknown Joan Baez attended one of her concerts
in Cambridge, and was allowed to sing a duet with her on stage. Dave
van Ronk, nicknamed the "mayor of Greenwich Village", described Hester this way, "Carolyn was electrifying - set of pipes, very, very expressive." "Beauty, talent, charm - she had it a1L"7 Her repertoire of traditional American and English ballads along with a sprinkling of Mexican
ballads from her Texas background captured the Village's ear. In 1994,
she said this about her career, "My participation in the folk movement
was based on my love of the music, the melodies that haunt yoU."8
Robert Shelton was a leading cultural critic for the New York Times
and the foremost folk music critic of the era. He described Hester as
having "a gorgeous voice ... Her voice's range and power were astounding." He fell under her spell, and one night after dinner, they went to the
White Horse Tavern for drinks. The White Horse was a predominantly
Irish pub in the Village, and that night among the carousers singing at
the bar along with Paddy Clancy was a lanky, dark-haired Irish-Cuban
with a fiery look in his eye that Shelton pointed out as the aspiring writer
Richard Farina. Later in the evening, Shelton introduced the two. Hester
described the moment, "I just was immediately drawn to him. Richard
stood out. His eyes were wonderful, and he was very bright, and he could
make anyone laugh ... He had real magnetism. He said he would come
see me the next time I was singing in town."9
On May 30, 1960, Hester played the opening night at Gerde's Folk
City, and, true to his word, Farina was there and was mesmerized. His
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friend Kirkpatrick Sale described his reaction this way: "It was Dick's
nature to find the most attractive thing and go after it. The minute he saw
what Carolyn could do and the effect she had on others, he had to have
her." Eighteen days later, they were married with a reception afterward
held at Shelton's apartment. IO
Their marriage was a shaky one from the start. Their honeymoon
trip to Austin to was financed by returning cars to rental agencies along
the route and an impromptu concert by Carolyn in New Orleans. I I As
a wedding present, she gave Richard a handmade Emerson dulcimer
and taught him the basics of playing it. '2 He began to develop his own
unique style of performing as well. He also began to micromanage her
career, how she looked, how she ate, how she dressed, and even insinuating himself into her stage performances on occasion. In return, she
helped type the first part of Farina's novel Been Down So Long That It
Looks Up to Me.
Carolyn was selected by jazz guitarist Charlie Byrd to host Sunday
night folk shows at the Showboat Lounge, his club in Washington, D. C.
When Byrd and Stan Gets left to tour Brazil, he asked her to substitute
for him along with Mose Alison and Shirley Horn. These shows allowed
her to meet, play with, and listen to many of the up and coming folk
performers including Mike Seeger, Paul Clayton, and Logan English. 13
During this time, Carolyn recorded her second album for Tradition Records simply titled Carolyn Hester, the first of three eponymous albums.
In the liner notes, Stacey Williams states that "Carolyn had matched her
vocal gifts with the gift of listening. "14 This album features just Carolyn
and her guitar and was produced by Paddy Clancy of the Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem. It includes the first recording one of Carolyn's
trademark songs, a mulit-octave version of George and Ira Gershwin's
"Summertime" from Porgy and Bess as well as one of her compositions,
"Jaime". It also includes one of the first recordings of "The House of
the Rising Sun" by a folk artist. Judy Collins, among others, bought this
album and listened to it over and over, especially "She Moves Through
the Fair."
In June of 1961, on a cool, rainy afternoon at the Indian Neck Folk
Festival in Connecticut, Judy Collins met Carolyn as they both sought
some tea to warm themselves up. In 20 11, she described this encounter:
"Carolyn was strikingly beautiful with shining brown eyes and a chiseled, delicate face. She could have been a movie star. She had a high,
sweet voice, a soprano with a kind of quiver that touched your heart
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when she sang those heart-wrenching songs that I loved .... She also had
a kind of kinetic energy that you could feel. '''15 Carolyn took Judy back
to her room to meet her husband, Richard Farina, who would later play
on some of her own albums.
John Hammond, the legendary Columbia producer, signed Carolyn
to a contract with Columbia and produced her first sessions with the label. Shortly before the sessions were to begin, Hester and Farina were in
the Boston area, where they met aspiring young singer-songwriter Bob
Dylan. In his autobiography, Chronicles, Dylan describes his attraction
to Hester thus: "Carolyn was eye-catching, down-home and double barrel beautiful. That she had known and worked with Buddy Holly left no
small impression on me and 1 liked being around her. Buddy was royalty,
and 1 felt like she was my connection to it." He also says of Farina, "I
thought that he was the luckiest guy in the world to be married to Carolyn."16 Dylan asked her if she knew of any gigs that he could get. She
invited him to play harmonica in her upcoming recording session. John
Hammond came by her apartment to see how the rehearsals were going and left pleased with what he heard. Farina suggested that Carolyn
include a blues number on the album. When she admitted that she did
not know any, Dylan sang several for her. She chose "Come Back Baby"
which Dylan helped her arrange for the session.
The day of the first recording session, Dylan entered the studio in
boisterous spirits with a glowing review by Robert Shelton of his performance at the Gaslight the night before in his hip pocket. The other musicians in the studio that day were two black musicians: guitarist Bruce
Langhorne and bassist Bill Lee. Bruce Langhorne was well known in
the Village for his versatility on guitar and country fiddle. Bill Lee was
well known for his work with Odetta, Josh White and other folk and pop
performers. His four year old son Spike would grow up to make movies.
Both ofthem would continue to work with Dylan on his acoustic albums.
As everyone was leaving, Hammond asked Dylan to stay and offered
him a contract with Columbia as wel1. l ? This was the only session that
Dylan was involved with and the others were more somber as Farina's
insistence upon her strict dieting left Carolyn feeling light-headed and
dizzy much of the time. IS
As Hester's career was taking off, and she was becoming more confident in herself, Farina became more controlling and tried to capitalize on his connection to her to make his own fame. Farina travelled to
England to pursue his own singing career, while Carolyn finished the
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recording sessions at Columbia. He appeared at several venues and lined
up an appearance for them at the Edinburgh Folk Festival scheduled later
in the year. After Carolyn joined him in Paris, they went on a picnic with
the Baez family, mother Big Joan, Joan, and 16 year old Mimi. Farina
was smitten with Mimi and started flirting with her immediately. After
a tempestuous showdown in a Paris hotel, Carolyn told him to pack up
and leave while pointing his gun at him, a gun that he had forced her to
smuggle into the country.19 Carolyn flew back to Texas for an appearance
in Austin.
Back in Texas, the Hester family had moved once again, this time
to Austin where they would stay. Ruth approached local OJ and music
producer for the brand new and struggling KHFI-FM radio and television stations, Rod Kennedy, about arranging a local concert for Carolyn.
Kennedy was thrilled with the idea and arranged for Carolyn Hester Day
to be proclaimed on May 8, 1962 with great fanfare hoping that it would
be an album release party for her Columbia album. There were two
nights of concerts featuring Carolyn, with two local opening acts, Carolyn's younger brother Dean, and a young couple Tommy [Tiemann] and
Sandy [Ewell] fresh from an appearance on the Arthur Godfrey Show
on the CBS television network. This author first saw Carolyn Hester on
the locally broadcast "Cactus Pryor Show" which promoted this event.
Columbia changed the issue date for the album at the last minute, and
Kennedy lost thirty-five dollars on the nearly sold out concerts. 20 The
good news was that he had formed a new life-long friendship with the
Hester family.
After the festivities in Austin, Carolyn flew back to Europe to make
the appearance at the Edinburgh Folk Festival and to attempt a reconciliation with Farina. However, he was hopelessly in love with Mimi,
and Carolyn walked out for good. She returned to Texas and found a
Juarez attorney to file an uncontested Mexican divorce. Clay Jackson,
a mutual friend of theirs, summed up their relationship this way, "Obviously, Richard was working real hard at getting into folk music through
Carolyn. The one problem was Carolyn. She wasn't just any girl - she
was a Texas girl."21
Returning to the Columbia studio in New York in October 1962,
Hester recorded a single for Columbia featuring a bilingual version of
"Gregorio Cortez" on the B side. In March of 1963, again with John
Hammond producing, she recorded a second album, This Life I'm Living. Once again it was an album of traditional materials arranged this
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time by Milton Okun, who had worked with Harry Belafonte, Paul
Robeson, and Cisco Houston and would later work with Peter, Paul, and
Mary, and the Chad Mitchell Trio among others. None of the three takes
of Holly's "Lonesome Tears" were included on the album.
In Austin, Rod Kennedy continued sponsoring concert appearances
for Carolyn that did well and persuaded her to tape a thirteen episode
television show for KHFI-TV as well. In 1964, he produced a week long
series of outdoor concerts staged in Austin's Zilker Park featuring a different style of music each night. The headliners for the first folk concert
included Carolyn, John Lomax, Jr., Segle Fry, Mance Lipscomb, and
Lightnin' Hopkins. 22 In later years, the series was broken up from being
all one week to being scattered throughout the summer with the folk music concert being held on the Fourth of July. In )972, these summer folk
concerts moved to a small town ninety miles away and became the Kerrville Folk Festival. Hester, Lomax, Fry, and Lipscomb would be among
the headliners for that first show as well. The Festival is still going well
and held its forty-first annual show in May, 20) 2.
In 1963, at the height of the folk music movement, Fred Weintraub,
who owned and managed the Bitter End club in Greenwich Village, persuaded ABC television to let him produce a weekly folk music show
titled Hootenanny. The show featured concerts recorded at college campuses around the country. Carolyn appeared on the show during the first
season and was well received. However during the second season, when
the network refused to let Pete Seeger and the Weavers appear on the
show, Carolyn became a leader in a boycott of the show, which was supported by most of the major folk acts including the Kingston Trio, Peter,
Paul and Mary, and Joan Baez. Even though Pete Seeger encouraged the
performers to stop the boycott and appear on the show, Hester refused
to do as a matter of principle. 23 In 1964, when the Saturday Evening
Post had a major article on the folk music scene, they chose a picture of
Carolyn to symbolize the movement on the front cover.
During these years, Hester was active in the burgeoning Civi I Rights
Movement. In the summer of 1964, she participated in the Mississippi
Caravan of Music which was helping Blacks register to vote throughout
the state. Traveling with Gil Turner, she drove from New York City to
Jackson, Mississippi just a few days after the bodies of civil rights workers Mickey Schwerner, James Chaney and Andy Goodman had been
found on August 4. They arrived and checked into a local hotel and left
to get supper. While they were gone, someone scrawled KKK across
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their room door. They left early the next morning to go to the local coordinating office and get their itinerary. They would spend the week going
from town to town staying with local black families, singing songs at
homes and churches in the evenings and encouraging people to register and vote during the days. Often they were under the watchful eyes
of the local law enforcement officers, the KKK, and angry local white
people. The incident has left an indelible impression on her and the rest
of the nation. Out of this experience, Hester wrote "Three Young Men"
lamenting the death of the young activists that is still a regular part of
her repertoire. 24
With neither Columbia album scoring a major hit, the label quietly
dropped her. In 1964 and 1965, Carolyn returned to Clovis, New Mexico
so that Norman Petty could produce her next album That's My Song for
Dot Records. With this album, she began including more current songs,
finally recording Holly's "Lonesome Tears", and songs from some of the
emerging singer-songwriters, including three by Tom Paxton. In 1999,
Paxton described his first encounter with Hester, "I remember coming
into the Gaslight Cafe ... and hearing this ethereal voice floating from
the stage. Behind the microphone stood this stunningly beautiful blond
girl singing... I postponed breathing until the song was over."2.5 For
these sessions her backing musicians were the core of the Fireballs, the
first nationally known Rock and Roll band from New Mexico, George
Tomsco on guitar, Stan Lark on bass, and Doug Roberts on percussion. 26
While they were working together, she taught the Fireballs a song that
Paxton had just written and taught her, and in 1968, the Fireball's last
Top 10 hit would be their version of that song, "Bottle ofWine."27
Her next releases were two live albums on Dot documenting a 1965
Concert at New York's Town Hall which is probably the best presentation of her as a performer. She is accompanied on guitar again by George
Tomsco. In this set she included "Outward Bound" by Paxton, "Playboys
and Playgirls" by Dylan, her own "Three Young Men", and "That's My
Song" by George and Barbara Tomsco alongside more traditional songs
such as "The Water is Wide" and "The Jute Mill Girls." These albums
were well received and encouraged John Hammond to sign Carolyn to
Columbia Records once again.
As the British Invasion was sweeping most of the folk acts away,
Hammond chose John Simon to produce her next sessions at Columbia.
Simon attempted to update her sound by including more instrumentation
and more current songs including the Beatles' "Penny Lane" and Ravi
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Shankar's "Majhires", with Shankar himself included in the session.
Later, she admitted that she never felt comfortable with the results, and
could not see a way for her to continue musically in this vein. Columbia
released two singles from these sessions, and the rest of these recordings went unreleased until 1995 when Bear Family Records of Germany
released them in a comprehensive two CD set titled Dear Companion.
Columbia quietly dropped her again. 28
In 1967, Rod Kennedy and Raymondville born folk singer Allen
Damron, opened a folk music club in downtown Austin, called the Checquered Flag. Kennedy displayed his personal collection of vintage racing cars, while Damron emceed hosting the national folk acts of the day
as well as introducing many new young Texas performers including Ray
Wylie Hubbard and Townes Van Zandt. To boost the club's reputation,
Kennedy arranged for Hester to play there with Damron several times.
The first time that she appeared, Damron wore a suit and tie all week,
much to the amazement and amusement of the regular customers. 29
For a few years, Hester tried to get into the folk-rock scene with
the Carolyn Hester Coalition, a group which included her new husband,
David Blume. Blume was a jazz pianist and organist best known for his
composition of "Turn Down Day" that had been a Top 20 hit for the soft
rock group The Cyrkle in 1966. The Coalition recorded two albums for
the Metromedia label that again showed an uncomfortable attempt to be
more modern. The best cuts were the traditional ballad "East Virginia"
and Ed McCurdy's "Last Night [ Had the Strangest Dream". Neither
album sold well, and the Coalition soon disbanded ..
In 1973, she released her third eponymous album this time in Quadraphonic on the RCA label. This one showed more Country- Western and
West Coast singer-songwriter influences and backing by major Los Angeles session players including Larry Carlton, Hal Blaine, Joe Osborn,
and Larry Knechtel. The song selection included more modern tunes including songs by Elton John, Lobo, and Sonny Curtis. In addition the
album showcased Hester's songwriting with three songs including a
moving tribute to her younger mentally challenged sister Donna as well
as that of her husband David Blume with his "I Have a Dream", written
on the night of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 's assassination. However,
with no standout songs or hits from the album, it was soon relegated to
the cut-out bins.
During this time, Carolyn and Blume moved to Los Angeles, where
they opened an international dance club and set about raising two daugh-
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ters. He eventually became a feature writer for the Los Angeles Times.
For the next ten years, she limited her performing almost exclusively to
the Kerrville Folk Festival and its related spin offs.
The first Kerrville Folk Festival was held in the Kerrville City Auditorium in May, 1972, and Hester was one of the twelve headliners. In
addition to performing there over 35 times, she also served on the board
of directors which initially helped to give the Festival wider recognition
among the national folk community. Rod Kennedy describes Carolyn's
appearance at the 1973 Festival, "Carolyn followed the exciting audience-involved performance of the Royal Lights [an Austin-based Black
gospel group], she was a study in quiet, commanding grace. The mood,
the ambiance, and pace of the evening suddenly became one of gentle
introspect and quiet beauty, ranging from the poignancy of her song "My
Little Sister Donna" to the multi-octave soaring beauty of ... 'Summertime."'3o The author saw Hester repeat this feat in September of that
same year at An Evening at the Kerrville Folk Festival held in Austin's
Civic Auditorium. She participated in many of the Kerrville bus tours
that travelled to many Texas cities and eventually reached out to Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco and even Alaska spreading and promoting Texas music all over the nation. Hester and Blume helped make some
of the arrangements for the Los Angeles tour. She appears repeatedly on
the recorded highlights of the Festivals for the first ten years. 31
Through these activities and appearances at Kerrville, Hester has
influenced many younger performers, including one young woman, who
first met her at an Austin concert a decade earlier, Nanci Griffith. When
Hester began to tour nationally again in 1982, she took Griffith along as
her opening act. She and her husband David Blume produced and selfreleased two albums in the mid-1980s which showcased their combined
songwriting skills. Warriors of the Rainbow is dedicated to the Native
American People and the Rainbow Way. It celebrated their ways and
beliefs in song and protested the devastation of their lands. Through her
Kerrville activities, Carolyn had gotten to know Houston-based singersongwriter Bobby Bridger whose specialty is the frontier West and Indian lore. He won the New Folk Performer award at the first Kerrville
Folk Festival. While on one of the "Kerrville on the Road" bus tours in
the early 1980s, she became interested in Indians, and Bridger shared
lists of books and accounts of his personal friendship with Vine Deloria,
Jr. and others. During one trip, he dubbed her Ascending Woman for the
times that they would leave her at airports to fly home. 32 He summed up
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their relationship thus: "The person on that bill [the first Kerrville Folk
Festival headliners] that I wanted most to meet was Carolyn Hester....
We somehow failed to connect at the festival, ... it would be years before
I got to know her. What a genuine old-fashioned sweetheart she proved
to be!"33
As the 1990's rolled around, renewed recognition came to Carolyn
Hester. Bob Dylan invited her to appear at his 30th anniversary concert,
where Carolyn and Nanci Griffith performed a duet of "Boots of Spanish
Leather. At the close of the concert, she gave Dylan a bouquet offlowers.
In 1993, and again in 1998, Nanci Griffith invited Hester to sing on her
Grammy-award winning albums Other Voice, Other Rooms and its follow-up Other Voices, Too (A Trip Back to Bountiful). On the first album,
she and Griffith performed a duet of, Paxton's "Can't Help But Wonder
Where I'm Bound." On the second album, Carolyn joined Griffith and
Emmylou Harris in singing "Yarrington Town" featuring Carolyn's and
Emmylou's daughters as back-up singers. The recording engineer, Jim
Rooney, said that when he mixed the tapes he had a hard time telling
which voice was whose. Since the song has a mother-daughter theme,
Griffith and Rooney had planned to let the daughters do most ofthe singing, but then chose instead to use their mothers' "original scratch vocals
- the voices you set down when you are recording the song, if the people
aren't there who will do the final version."34
In 1995, Carolyn and Tom Paxton toured the United Kingdom and
Italy together to much acclaim. During this tour, Carolyn connected
with the British label The Road Goes On Forever which has re-issued her
1960 Tradition album Carolyn Hester on CD with four newly recorded
songs, and her two 1980s albums on one CD as Texas Songbird in 1994.
In 1999, they also released two new albums by her. From These Hills
explores her roots with self-penned songs including "the Flatlands of
Texas", "The Little Girl Who Saved America" (about Jackie Kennedy),
and "Nanci's Song" along with Richard Farina's "Pack Up Your Sorrows", and Tom Paxton's "The Name of Trees", a song about Alzheimer's. The second album is a tribute to Tom Paxton featuring a dozen of
his songs, both old and new.
Since 2000, Carolyn Hester has continued to perform and to gain renewed recognition. In 2002, she appeared as a major character in David
Hajdu's book Positively 4th Street, ajoint biography of Bob Dylan, Richard Farina, Joan Baez, and Mimi Baez which has led some to reassess
her place in the folk music movement. In 2008, the World Folk Music
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Association recognized her with their Lifetime Achievement Award. In
late, 2009, her daughters Amy and Karla Blume produced her new album
We Dream Forever which shows that Hester has retained her distinctive
voice and style with a mixture of older songs and new material including songs written by Amy and Karla who are featured as singers on the
album as well. One of its highlights is a new version of Ed McCurdy's
"Last Night [ Had the Strangest Dream" with a final verse penned by
Hester. Sirius/XM Radio recently requested Carolyn's permission to use
this song in a special tribute show for McCurdy.35
At a time when many of her cohorts are no longer active, Carolyn
Hester continues to perform and to be active as she wishes. In September of 20 II, she toured Italy, playing in the Teatro Bibiena that Mozart
had played at age fourteen. 36 In March 2012, Carolyn Hester appeared
at the People's Voice Cafe in New York City, and in May, she and the
Shaw Brothers hosted a cruise to Bermuda. 37 She has done it her way,
quietly and assuredly, confident of her talents and skills. She is widely
recognized by her peers for her fine interpretations of traditional and
contemporary songs as well as a being a fine songwriter on her own. She
has recognized and encouraged talent in others around her and continues
to share her gifts and talents with the world.
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By: James C. Maroney
In my past life as a college professor, I often began lectures to introduce new topics with one or more readings in an attempt to create an
impressionistic "feel" for the time and place about to be studied. This
approach was an extension of my long-term appreciation of the works
of impressionist painters developed during my post-high school assignment in London as a member of the United States Air Force in the 1950s.
My wife-to-be and I spent many hours in British museums admiring
the work of the impressionists whose paintings revolutionized French
art with the use of light and color. One of the impressionists, Georges
Seurat, covered his canvasses with brilliant dots of pure color, a technique known as pointillism. It seemed natural then, that in college I was
drawn to the work of the imagist poets, who constructed "precise visual
images" in the minds of their reader.
Later, after I earned a B. A. degree and began the serious study of
history at the graduate-level, I became aware of the impressionistic organization described by Norman Cantor and Richard Schneider in How to
Study History, a writing style designed to create a series "descriptive pictures" employed so masterfully by Garrett Mattingly in The Armada and
by the Dutch scholar, Johan Huizinga in The Waning ofthe Middle Ages. I
By the I990s, I regularly had begun using readings in the classroom
to introduce new topics with a series of short, descriptive vignettes in my
freshman-level history classes, a technique that was directly influenced
by a monograph on the New Deal by Anthony J. Badger.
The book's first chapter, "Depression America," began with a series
of vivid passages. The first is reproduced here:
"This depression has got me licked" wrote a Houston mechanic in the fall
of 1930 before he committed suicide. "There is no work to be had. I can't
accept charity and I am too proud to appeal to my kin or friends, and I am
too honest to steal. So I see no other course. A landflowing with milk and
honey and afirst rate mechanic can't make an honest living. I would rather
take my chances with ajust God than with unjust humanity. "2
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This article utilizes a series of vignettes of East Texas labor during the early decades of the twentieth century to recreate "images" of
the environment of working-class Texans. Such images, similar to those
created by the pointillism ofSeurat, are arranged in a seemingly random
order in an attempt to generate visual impressions in the reader's mind
that, hopefully, will produce a realistic "feel" for place and time.)

•••
In 1911, reporter George Waverly Briggs conducted a study of housing conditions in Texas cities, which revealed that Dallas, like other rapidly growing Texas industrial centers had an inadequate sewer system
that bore responsibility for various health problems, and that the city's
understaffed Board of Health was unable to cope with conditions tolerated by non-resident owners who consistently directed their local agents
to make no improvements. 4 In Galveston, Briggs discovered houses
pressed so close together in some sections of town that he speculated on
how carpenters working in such cramped quarters managed to nail up
walls! Although not yet common in the Bayou City, Briggs' investigation in Houston revealed a dozen or more "dark rooms" in downtown
boarding houses. These "dark rooms," common in New York City tenements, received their designation because their only light and ventilation
entered through an open door facing an interior hall, and the prevalent
overcrowding in these establishments made the dark rooms even more
sinister. Houston, like Dallas and other Texas cities, also coped with an
inadequate sewer system exacerbated by the over-crowding of workingclass homes and boarding houses. These conditions, in turn, helped to
create many weed-filled ditches and stagnant pools of water that became
breeding-grounds for mosquitoes. s

•••
An early success for the Texas working-class came with the passage of a child labor law during the 1903 session of the state legislature.
This act prohibited employment of children under twelve years of age
in mills and factories. At the same time the bill was under consideration
in the legislature, paid lobbyists for Texas mill operators energetically
campaigned against the measure, even while the operators loudly denied
that their mills employed more than a handful of children and publicly
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professed support for the measure. Refusing to be misled and effectively
undercutting the mill operators' claims, the state's labor press published
documentation of the widespread employment of children under the age
of eight in Texas cotton mills. 6

•••
In the early years of the twentieth century, the Texas State Federation of Labor (TSFL) followed a conservative policy as proclaimed
in the 1904 and 1905 presidential addresses of Houstonian and TSFL
president Max Andrew, who indicated strong support for the capitalistic
system, maintaining that "labor unions are nothing [more than] the business organizations of the labor movement," and that organized labor and
capital must work together for the benefit of both. At least some business and professional men during these years responded positively to the
TSFL's conservative philosophy, offering their support for, and, on occasion, even expressing the desire to become part of the labor movement;
certainly, however, an attempt in 1903 by McLennan County physicians
to form a union and affiliate with the AFL represented a conspicuous
exception. AFL president Samuel Gompers rejected the application and
explained to field organizer R. C. Johnson that the request was denied
because AFL policy did not open membership to business and professional men, or to employers of labor. s

•••
By the end of 1910, TSFL-affiliated unions had weathered a nationwide open shop campaign during the first decade of the new century,
including a troublesome street railway strike in San Antonio and Houston, but overall craft unions had prospered at the local level; Fort Worth
labor leaders, for example, were able to boast that the AFL leadership
in Washington credited them with "having the largest per cent of skilled
workmen organized of any city in the United States."9 Moreover, Union
men regularly benefited from community support for their cause, as
demonstrated by a strike against Southwestern Bell in Fort Worth during
the summer of 1910, when a group of the city's pol icemen went on strike
themselves rather than guard "scab labor." One patrolman even volunteered that he joined the strike because he did not want his daughter, a
public school teacher in the city, to be humiliated by a father with a repu-
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tation as "a scab herder." The American Federationist, organ of the AFL,
optimistically reported that the strikers enjoyed "the sympathy of the
entire city," and that a group of businessmen had called a mass meeting
and agreed to boycott the use of telephones during the strike.!O [t should
be pointed out, however, that any union success boasted by the TSFL
ignored the fact that the elitist approach of limiting their representation
[for the most part] to skilled craft unions overlooked the difficult and
sometimes desperate conditions faced by the unskilled and unorganized
who made up the vast majority of the working-class.

•••
The involvement and contributions of upper- and middle-class "clubwomen" during the progressive movement is well-known,!! but recent
scholars of labor and working-class history have documented evidence
demonstrating important and even vital contributions by their workingclass sisters.'2 Eva Goldsmith of Houston, state president of the United
Garment Workers' Union, became the chief spokesperson for the TSFL's
lobbying efforts in its fight for a reduction of hours for women factory workers. Goldsmith, like other women progressives, also fought for
various feminist causes, including the battle for woman suffrage. Such
legislative activism, as noted by historian Judith N. McArthur, "enabled
working-class women to assume a public role" previously occupied by
[upper- and] middle-class women. 13
In January, 1913, Goldsmith made a dramatic appearance before
a committee of the house of representatives to testify on behalf of the
Lane-Wortham bill that proposed to limit the work of women to fiftyfour hours per week, with a maximum of ten hours per day. According
to T. C. Jennings, chair of the TSFL's legislative committee, the moving account of "this noble little working girl" so powerfully portrayed
the plight of working mothers required to toil twelve or more hours per
day, that she brought tears to the eyes of several of the committee's
members, and that [at least] some corporate lobbyists fled [in defeat]
before Goldsmith completed her presentation.!4 In an attempt to counter Goldsmith's impassioned testimony, mill owner J. C. Saunders of
Bonham, representing management's position, submitted a petition from
his employees opposing the bill on the grounds that they could not afford to work fewer hours for lower pay. Saunders, of course, denied the
use of coercion to force support for the petition and argued that Texas
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mill workers already earned twenty-five percent more than mill workers in the other southern states with whom his mills competed. Despite
Goldsmith's powerful testimony, the continuing power of employers and
their lobbyists to influence legislation remained all too obvious when
the legislature subsequently enacted the fifty-four hour Jaw in a watereddown form. 15 The limited gains of labor and their friends, therefore,
represented nothing more than a Pyrrhic victory since enforcement of
the bill remained inconsistent due to insufficient funds appropriated for
enforcement, which was typical of much progressive era legislation at
both state and national levels.
Two years later, Goldsmith, the first female member of the TSFL's
legislative committee, reported to the TSFL's annual meeting on labor's
lobbying efforts l6 on behalf of a proposed minimum wage bill, detailing
its uphill and only partially successful battle against corporate interests
in an attempt to improve the fifty-four hour law. Testimony by Goldsmith
and others before the legislature overcame the cynical opposition of lobbyist and former Senator Q. U. Watson who, after impatiently listening
to testimony given by a group of Austin "Club Women" on behalf of a
minimum wage bill, sarcastically wondered if, in addition to applying to
working-women, the measure also included a provision to provide for
"GOATS." Upon finding that he could not intimidate the women, Watson
scolded them with a tongue-lashing, claiming that they "had too much
religion," and that their place was "at home and not in the Capitol trying
to pass sentimental legislation." In her report, Goldsmith commended
the "good women of Austin" for their courage and willingness to "stand
up for the rights of the womanhood of Texas" and to endure "the insults
and criticism" of mill owners, lobbyists, and their allies. A somewhat improved fifty-four hour law did finally pass, although the minimum wage
proposal never reached the floor of either the house or senate. Nonetheless, by 1917 the Houston Labor Journal optimistically reported that
members of the Texas garment workers' union "are among the best paid
... female wage earners ..." and claimed that the union's efforts had
virtually eliminated competition from convict-made goods, and successfully had reduced the demand for non-union made garmentsY
In a fascinating footnote to her report, Goldsmith gave an account
of the $100.00 appropriated by the previous TSFL annual meeting for
her use to continue the fight to amend the fifty-four hour law. She indicated that her expenditures included $7.50 for printing, $12.00 for "railroad and car fare," $44.00 for room and board, $7.00 for stamps, special
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delivery, telegrams, and one long-distance telephone call. Furthermore,
she refunded the remaining $29.50 of the $100.00 appropriation, which,
from the perspective of the early twenty-first century, makes one long
for a simpler time. ls [According to the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics' Inflation Calculator, $100.00 in 1915 would amount to $2,244.21
in 2012.]19

•••
In the fall of 1913, the National Child Labor Committee conducted
an investigation in which the noted sociologist and photographer Lewis
W. Hine, documented numerous violations of the state's child labor statute in cotton mills, in department stores, and in factories manufacturing a variety of items such as brooms, mattresses, candy, and handles
for tools. Hine and his colleagues found that young boys working for
news and messenger services frequently were assigned to carry messages, packages, and drugs to houses of prostitution, a practice especially condemned by the Committee's investigators. 2o In an example cited
by Hine, fourteen year-old Charlie Price, who worked as a runner for
the White Wing Messenger Service in Fort Worth, recommended a fivedollar house to Hine, if he were so inclined, in order to avoid catching
"a disease" at other, presumably less expensive, establishments. Hine's
report to the Committee did not indicate whether he acted upon Price's
advice or not. 21

•••
In October, 1914, Committee on Industrial Relations investigator
Peter A. Speek found high unemployment in Houston during the course
of his investigation when he interviewed working-class residents. His
report listed "real down-and-outs," long-time immigrants, and citizens
who wintered in cities in eastern Texas after "freighting" in from midwestern cities like Chicago, St. Louis, and Kansas City. Sometimes called
"birds of passage," these temporary residents begged, sought charity,
and on occasion competed with blacks for odd jobs, before their springtime return north. Speek labeled another group "home-seekers," lured to
Texas by unscrupulous real estate and land developers who sometimes
were assisted by business interests. The "home-seekers" frequently lost
several thousand dollars before falling prey to "eager loan sharks." Usu-
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ally comprised of native-born citizens and long-time immigrants most
of whom came from central and southern Europe, these home-seekers
often remained in Houston and became casual laborers. Ordinary common laborers, according to Speek, made up the largest group of the unemployed. About half were Mexican, Mexican American, or African
American, who consistently were unsuccessful in applying for charity,
but competed for odd jobs, and according to Speek, refused to beg, although they sometimes stole food from residential areas in well-to-do
suburbs. 22

•••
Houstonians interviewed by Speek included Socialist Party members Ira Tucker, E. C. Kuester, and several socialist sympathizers, including E. B. Hadstall, business agent for the Houston Building Trades
Council and county commission candidate for the Socialist Party. While
all of these men confirmed that the state's AFL labor lobby had been
instrumental in securing passage of labor-friendly legislation, they were
quick to point out that the effectiveness of these measures often was
minimal due to the lack of personnel with authority to enforce the legislation. 23

•••
In 1911 the Houston Labor Council claimed that the city's labor
force [in rounded-off numbers] consisted of approximately 25,000 workers, of whom 15,000 were male, 6,000 were women, and some 4,000
were children under the age of fifteen. The Labor Council boasted that
fifty-five percent of the men were organized, but only two percent of
women, all of whom belonged to the Garment Workers local. Some
eighty-five percent of the skilled trades were unionized, and numerous
locals, including printers and printing pressmen, brewery workers, coopers, plumbers, marble workers, and structural iron workers, were one
hundred percent organized. All of these craft workers enjoyed reasonably good pay and steady work, although some work was seasonal; on
the other hand, about ninety percent of common laborers remained unorganized, and some twenty-five percent of the unorganized consistently
failed to find regular employment,24
The creation of the U. S. Conciliation Service in 1913 during the
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presidency of Woodrow Wilson resulted in close ties between the national government and the American labor establishment, especially during
World War I. After local disputes in Texas involving streetcar workers
in Waco and conflict between union workers and shipbuilding contractors in Orange, Beaumont, and Houston failed, the disagreements were
referred to the Conciliation Service, which helped achieve satisfactory
settlements. 25 The promise of a new era of labor-management accommodation offered by successful conciliation in these instances proved
illusory, however, when labor confronted the united opposition of oil
producers during the Texas-Louisiana oil field strike of 1917-1918. 26

•••
Rising costs of living, poor working conditions, and paternalistic
company policies prompted Goose Creek oil field workers, aided by
the state federation and the Houston Trades Council, to form a local in
December, 1916. By the following spring, oil field workers throughout
the Texas-Louisiana gulf coast area had established locals that affi liated
directly with the American Federation of Labor since no national union
for oil workers existed. 27 When the gulf coast locals invited producers
to meet with them in Houston to discuss worker grievances on 15 October 1917, the producers refused, and sent letters to their employees. 28
Representative of the employer stance, Ross S. Sterling, president of
the Humble Oil & Refining Company, wrote in part: "We see no reason
why we should confer with outsiders or strangers upon matters which
concern our employees and ourselves."29 These employer declarations,
ignoring strong worker sentiment in favor of the democratic principle of
self-determination [as opposed to management's top-down control], fed
worker anger and prompted the union to issue a set of demands and call
a strike vote in which some 5,992 oil field workers, representing 97% of
those participating, voted in the affirmative. Worker discontent spread,
and on I November 1917, approximately 10,000 men in some seventeen
oil fields in Texas and Louisiana walked out. 30
With U. S. commissioners of conciliation and agents of the newly
formed President's Mediation Service unable to effect a settlement, oil
producers floated rumors of the possible involvement of the Industrial
Workers of the World (IWW) and German spies. 31 Such blatant propaganda disseminated by the producers found a sympathetic ear in the person of Texas governor William P. Hobby, who requested that the army
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send troops into the oil fields to guard company property from the IWW
and enemy agents. 32 While some evidence exists to indicate that the
army initially maintained an impartial stance,33 the very presence of government troops could not help but influence public opinion by lending
credence to employer claims of subversive influence within the ranks of
the strikers. Despite the creation of the International Association of Oil
Field, Gas Well and Refinery Workers ofAmerica (OFGWRWU) in June,
1918, division in the ranks of the union men, which included failure of
the unskilled oil field roughnecks to win support of refinery workers,
many of whom were skilled craft unionists, in stark contrast to employer
unity, doomed the strike. The final settlement represented a near total
victory for the producers and killed union effectiveness. Approximately
one-fourth of the strikers lost their jobs as a result of the strike, including
R. E. Evans, president of the Goose Creek local and one of the union's
guiding lights. Reacting with an apparent paranoid fear of the unionization of their employees, which potentially could lead to loss of their
top-down control, Gulf and Humble granted wage increases equivalent
to union demands within two months of the settlement. Furthermore,
several of the oil companies soon inaugurated housing programs and
stock-purchasing plans for employees, all of which thoroughly undermined any effective demand for unionism. 34
While the new oil workers' international union grew rapidly for a
time, the combined effects of the failure to attract refinery workers, craft
union hostility, jurisdictional conflicts among workers, employer initiated benefits, and a new open shop movement at the end of World War
I, all contributed to a near total decline of the OFGWRWU until its reincarnation during the New DeaJ.35

•••
In still another setback for Texas workers, the Houston Labor Council in 1927 refused the application of African American locals for affiliation with the explanation that "under the present and prevailing conditions
it would not only be impractical, but almost impossible to
admit
delegates from the colored unions." Houston African American longshoreman and TSFL annual meeting delegate John North criticized such shortsighted thinking, citing the need for black organizers,
and declared that while black waterfront workers wanted to be loyal to
the white man's union movement, he non-too subtly warned that if the
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white labor establishment ignored the black man, employers were likely
to organize a non-union workforce composed of African Americans in
Gulfports, where black and white locals had shared work for many years
on a fifty-fifty basis. J6
In conclusion, the unprecedented degree of prosperity and acceptance won by AFL and the railroad brotherhoods during the World War
I proved to be only temporary, and resulted, not from any sense of employer benevolence, but from the demands of the wartime emergency,
and did not conceal lessons inherent in the wartime experiences of these
unionized workers: in the short run, loosely organized union men, who
often squabbled with colleagues over jurisdictional matters, provided no
effective opposition to organized and determined employers. Even more
ominous for the future of organized labor, however, was the labor establishment's failure to recognize the futility of its conservative strategy.
For the most part, labor leaders in state and nation, composed almost
entirely of the representatives of craft unions and railroad brotherhoods,
represented an elite cadre whose leadership gradually had evolved from
a position of support for those with ties to the Knights of Labor and
Popul ist traditions of the nineteenth century, to a new strategy that supported business-oriented leaders amenable to the conservative-Samuel
Gompers-AFL brand of unionism. In what proved to be an ill-fated
long-range strategy for the future of the working-class, these new leaders
adamantly opposed any move toward industrial unionism. 37 While they
occasionally paid lip service to, they for the most part ignored, the plight
of the unskilled and the unorganized who composed the vast majority
of the American work force. The wartime gains enjoyed by the labor
establishment soon clashed with a new open shop movement bred amidst
the hysteria of the Red Scare and enflamed by national labor troubles in
1919, which led to drastic retrenchment of organized labor in both Texas
and the nation during the 1920s.
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Frontier Naturalist: Jean Louis Berlandier and the Exploration
ofNorthern Mexico, Russell M. Lawton, Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico Press, 2012. Contents. Maps, Appendices, Index. P. 262.
$45.00 hardcover.
Between 1826 and 1853, Jean Louis Berlandier participated in several journeys of exploration in what is today the southern half of Texas
and northern Mexico. His journals, sketches, maps, statistics, samples,
and personal observations have provided scholars of science and history
with an indispensable resource detailing the natural history of the lower
Rio Grande border region in the decades prior to the admission of Texas
into the union.
Born in France but trained in Geneva as a botanist, Berlandier received an invitation in 1826 to travel to Mexico in order to take part in
an important expedition into Texas being organized by General Manuel
Mier y Teran and Lucas Alaman y Escalada, the Mexican minister of
foreign affairs. Like Berlandier, Alaman had studied under Augustin
Pyramus de Candolie and Cando lie apparently arranged for one former
student to assist the other. Berlandier accepted Alaman 's offer, and in the
fall of 1826 traveled to Mexico City to join the Mier y Teran expedition
(the so-called Comisi6n de Limitas) as a life scientist or biologist.
Over the course of the next two decades, Berlandier "used his pen,
pencil, and paintbrush to record his experiences" and very little of the
natural world of northern Mexico and southern Texas escaped his notice and examination. (xix) A veritable renaissance man, Berlandier's
background in botany led to extensive experimentation in medicine and
research into what plants worked best to cure certain ailments. He was
also an amateur zoologist, physicist, astronomer, geologist, meteorologist, hydrologist, and oceanographer. In the latter fields, he developed
theories about the movement of rivers and streams as well as impact of
the sea and tides on coastal areas. As a member of the Comisi6n de Limitas and other scientific-oriented expeditions, Berlandier met and (more
often than not) befriended the various indigenous peoples of southern
Texas and northern Mexico. According to author Russell M. Lawson
(Bacone College), Berlandier's primary importance was his ability "to
see the natural environment of America when the land was still wilder-
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ness, when nature was largely untouched, little altered by human curiosity and industry." (xxi)
Lawson bases Frontier Naturalist upon Berlandier's extensive writings and reports housed at Harvard's Gray Herbarium Library, at Yale's
Collection of Western Americana, and at the Smithsonian Institution in
Washington, D.C. While the general reader may get bogged down in
the many detailed discussions of rivers crossings, weather conditions,
and plant samples, the author offers several interesting anecdotes (eg.
fish dropping from rainclouds during storms, Berlandier's efforts to
train wolves and coyotes) and personal observations about Berlandier's
character and personality to provide color to the travel narrative. The
two chapters that offer relatively extensive coverage about Comanches,
Kickapoos, and other indigenous peoples were particularly well done.
Readers interested in Berlandier's adventures in east Texas will be disappointed. When the Comisi6n de Limitas arrived at the Trinity River in
May 1828, several of the men in the expedition were so sick that General
Teran ordered that they turn around and retreat to San Antonio. "Here
ended Berlandier's pursuit of knowledge of east Texas; he would never
return to the region again." (77)
Thomas A. Britten
University of Texas at Brownsville

Faded Glory, A Century of Forgotten Texas Military Sides,
Then & Now, by Thomas E. Alexander & Dan K. Utley. Texas A&M
University Press, College Station, TX 2012. Contents. Introduction.
Acknowledgments. Epilogue. Index. Maps. Pg. xv + 224. Flexbound.
$29.95.

Faded Glory is divided into seven eras of Texas military history:
the Mexican War, 1846-48; the Indian Wars, 1848-1875; the Civil War,
1861-1865; the Spanish-American War, 1898; the Mexican revolution,
1910-1920; World War 1,1917-1918 and World War 11,1941-1945. The
epilogue is "A Call for Preservation" providing a listing of terms and
entities to assist historians in the preservation of important historic sites.
An initial glance reveals to the potential reader that this is a high
quality publication with color as well as black and white photographs
showing views of "then and now" images of the various sites discussed
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within; glossy paper; and seven full color maps by Molly O'Halloran.
The reader will further appreciate the authors' style of writing. It is informative, and the material is presented in a manner the non-historian
will easily comprehend, and the professional historian will appreciate.
Each chapter describes various military sites which played a significant role in the seven conflicts in which Texas was an important player or
else contributed mightily to the eventual outcome. A few pages provide
a survey of the confl ict, then the various sites, "chosen using various
criteria"; each site represents "a key facet" in Texas military history.
These sites range from a relatively minor exchange of gunfire between
Mexicans and Americans, to others which contributed to the winning of
a world war. Few historians outside Mexican War enthusiasts know any
details of Thornton's Skirmish, that engagement on April 25, 1846 where
Capt. Seth Thornton and 62 dragoons were attacked by Mexican troops.
The exact location of the skirm ish is now lost, but there is a small roadside park on US 281 with a state historical marker informing the traveler
that it happened near that spot.
In contrast to this relatively minor incident is a consideration of the
USS Texas, which now must be considered unique among Texas military sites. This ship which bears "our" name was begun in April 1911 in
Virginia - not Texas - and christened in May 1912. This early 20th century ship with its significant profi Ie and overall design has been altered
through the decades and its appearance is now quite different from how
it looked originally. Today this site, restored to its World War II appearance, is berthed adjacent to the San Jacinto Battleground State Historical
Site.
Between the illustrations and text discussing sites and actions of the
Mexican War and the end of World War II are aspects of the Indian Wars,
the Civil War, the Spanish American War and the Mexican Revolution
which could be interpreted as a preview both in political intent and military technology of the Second World War
To many readers Faded Glory will be simply a gem ofa book to sit
back and read for general information as well as enjoying the numerous illustrations (on nearly every page) and maps. To others the work
will inspire the reader, such as many East Texas Historical Association
members, to check their calendar to determine when to go and visit these
sites in person. Whether as an "armchair historian", content to read about
events, or one who feels compelIed to walk on the ground where history
happened, this is a required book. A challenge may be to visit the lonely
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spot where the Battle of Adobe Walls took place, where a handful ofbuffalo hunters held off a superior number of Comanches intent on destroying them. But that adventure will be balanced in visiting the USS Texas.
The authors have provided directions to each of the sites, and perhaps
locating Adobe Walls is the most challenging.
It may be a difficult goal to achieve, to visit each of the 29 sites
discussed within these flexbound pages, but it would be a worthwhile
endeavor and gratifying to accomplish. To accomplish you will see much
of the state driving from Brownsville to Stinnett, then from EI Paso to
Sabine Pass, and points in between. If impossible to visit them all, the
book will provide a suitable substitute merely to enjoy and reflect upon
the events described.
Chuck Parsons
Luling, Texas

Women and the Texas Revolution, by Mary L. Scheer (ed.) (University
of North Texas Press, Denton, TX). 2012. Contents. Acknowledgments.
Introduction. Contributors. Pg. 256. Hardcover. $24.95.
As Laura Lyons McLemore, the contributing author of the final
chapter, so eloquently stated, " ... false teaching cannot reverse the facts
of history" (222). This anthology not only fi lis the need to correct history
by including women, but it serves to show how their roles during the
Revolution were no less heroic than the men more commonly associated
with the event.
The common stream throughout the book is a focus on how everyday
life did not stop while the men were away fighting. Women not only had
to tend to the daily activities of domestic chores and child-raising, but
they were also handed the tasks the absent men were unable to perform.
Many were used to sharing these responsibilities with their spouses, fathers, and brothers, but others had to learn and adapt on the fly. Either
way, they had to deal with uncommon situations with limited help.
Aside from also writing a chapter, Mary Scheer brought together
seven authors, Lindy Eakin, Jean A. Stuntz, Angela Boswell, Dora Elizondo Guerra, Light Townsend Cummins, Jeffery Dunn, and Laura Lyons McLemore, to produce a book born from a roundtable panel at the
Texas State Historical Association's Annual Meeting in 20 IO. The result
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is a needed, educational, and enjoyable anthology that can be used in
a variety of studies - women's history, that of the Revolution, or early
Texas. This book will be equally as attractive to the non-academic world,
as it contains all the ingredients in a great book - love, death, turmoil,
survival, defeat, and victory.
Due to the nature of each chapter, the reader gains more than a study
of the seven month military action of the Revolution. Pre and post-war
inclusions make the fighting stage just one period of the overall event,
and explain the long term consequences experienced by the many different women who lived in Texas. These additions are important to gain
a better perspective of the consequences of the rebellion, and to understand its impact on so many different lives.
The women in this study came from all walks of life. Included
were Indians, Tejanas, Anglos, slave and free blacks, Alamo survivors,
women in the Runaway Scrape, and women who experienced the final
battle at San Jacinto. The final chapter focuses on the contributions of the
Daughters ofthe Republic of Texas, the Woman's Press Association, and
other organizations. Because of these women's dedication, memories of
the Revolution, its heroes, the Alamo and convent, and much of the history associated with this turning point in Texas history, were preserved.
Photographs and illustrations compliment the narrative, and an explanation of the book's intriguing cover, complete the book. The only
thing that could have added more substance would have been a few maps,
so that the reader could place the succession of events in a geographic
setting. The use of some of the same sources in different chapters made
some of the information repetitive, but at the same time it highlights the
lack of available resources available for this period, and makes the overall work more important.
Scheer's objective was to fill the need for a study about the effect
of the Texas Revolution on the lives of women; she achieved that. The
organization flows nicely, and each chapter compliments the next. Because this was the effort of eight authors, the resources used were mostly
varied, and effectively supported the arguments of each contributor. Additionally, each of the chapters was highly readable and well written.
Women in the Texas Revolution is a long overdue study that will be an
asset in the balance of Texas history.
Debbie Liles
University of North Texas
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Granbury's Texas Brigade, Diehard Western Confederates, by
John R. Lundberg. (LSD Press, Baton Rouge, LA). 2012. Contents.
Acknowledgements. Introduction. Afterword. Appendixes. Notes.
Bibliography. Index. Pg.321. Hardcover. $39.95.
Most Confederate units from Texas all shared similar qualities,
but Granbury's Texas Brigade arguably emerged as the premier fighting force in the Army of Tennessee. Several scholarly works about the
unit already exist, yet John R. Lundberg sought to explore and question
why in particular Confederate soldiers in the western theater, deprived of
battlefield victories and effective leadership, fought for so long? He also
addressed the role the common soldier played in the larger Confederate
war effort.
Lundberg's investigation not only offered distinct social demographics about Texas troops, but it also provided detailed insight about how
average Texans viewed themselves. He showed that regional dynamics
definitely impacted and influenced the psyche of the common soldier.
Because of an overwhelming sense of southern narcissism, Texans believed they maintained superior fighting capabilities over Yankees and
that the war would be a complete route. Lundberg also explained how religion and the "ole Confederate cause" coalesced to shape rebel attitude,
behavior, and future outlook. He maintained the soldiers "consistently
saw God as being on their side." (23)
Lundberg examined the brigade's evolvement by noting key periods
which impacted the unit's composition and eventual reputation. Take,
for instance, the first phase began with the unit's formation and ended
with the capture of the 7th Texas at Fort Donaldson. For the regiments
that eventually became Granbury's Brigade, Lundberg deemed the first
phase as the most pivotal moment in the unit's development. He insisted
the initial trials in Arkansas that "helped winnow the ranks down to a
hard core of men who remained devoted to their original regiments, officers, and above all the Confederacy" made a significant difference in
the unit's makeup. (52)
Another noteworthy aspect Lundberg attributed to the brigade's
overall morale involved the leadership of Commander Hiram Granbury
and Army ofTennessee Major General Patrick Cleburne. Lundberg credited each commander for his ability to motivate embattled troops and
convince them to remain steadfast, continue the fight, and stay the duration of the war rather than desert for the home guard. For discouraged
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Texans who fought far from home under poor leadership, desertion became a justifiable alternative. As one dissatisfied Texan decreed, "If we
could have our camp and field officers and men which is west of the
River brought to this Department and be mounted, we would bee content
over hear." (130-131)
Rebel esteem diminished after Atlanta fell yet the resilience of
Granbury's brigade in the larger Confederate war effort remained strong.
Lundberg linked larger than life field commanders Granbury and Cleburne with the effort to keep troops devoted and loyal to the Confederate
cause; even when chances for victory looked awfully dim. He related an
occasion where Cleburne earned the esteem of the entire Texas Brigade,
whose rations had run extremely low, after he confiscated a cache of
stolen apples and distributed one to each soldier. (19 I-197)
Lundberg supported his argument with sound research. He proved
Confederate field cadre directly supplied the necessary guidance needed
to influence morale and convince common soldiers to stay the cause.
Lundberg also showed that religion and the "rebel creed" greatly swayed
the core of the unit. After all, at least with Granbury's Texas Brigade and
the Army of Tennessee, devotion to regimental commanders and Confederate nationalism rested on an important principle; keeping diehard
soldiers in the ranks of the Confederate Army.
Norris White
Palestine, TX

Letters toAlice, Birth ofthe Kleberg-King Ranch Dynasty, Edited
& Annotated by Jane Clements Monday & Frances Brannen
Vick. Texas A&M University Press, College Station, TX. 2012. Content.
Foreword. Prologue. Epilogue. Notes. Bibliography. Index. Pg. 189.
Hardcover. $29.95.
In the history and lore of South Texas one name rises above all -King. What Texas history student doesn't have at least a passing knowledge of Richard King, riverboat captain and father of The King Ranch?
The Ranch had its beginning in 1853 when Richard King established a cow camp on the Santa Gertrudis Creek. By 1881 when the
young Corpus Christi lawyer Robert Kleberg was a guest of Captain
King the cow camp had grown to half a million acres and Richard King
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was known all over Texas.
Robert Kleberg was a member of the law firm of Stayton, Lackey
and Kleberg that had been retained in a lawsuit against Richard King.
Robert impressed King in the way he handled himself in court. King
invited Robert to the Ranch so he could get to know the man who had
bested him in court. It was during that five-day visit that Robert Kleberg
met the lovely Alice Gertrudis King, youngest daughter of Captain and
Mrs. King and his life was changed in more than one way.
Letters to Alice is the correspondence from Robert Justus Kleberg
to Alice Gertrudis King that is housed at the Special Collection and Archives Department of the Mary and Jeff Bell Library at Texas A&M
University - Corpus Christi. Fortunately for readers interested in the
King Ranch history Jane Monday and Francis Vick were approached to
edit these letters into a readable book. These two ladies were the perfect
choice because Monday and Vick had done extensive research into the
King family when doing Petra s Legacy: The South Texas Ranching Empire ofPetra Vela and Mifflin Kenedy.
Richard King and Mifflin Kenedy had been river boat captains and
cotton smugglers together during the Civil War. You cannot study the
history of one family without the other. King and Kenedy came to Texas
in 1846 and quickly established ties to South Texas. After the war they
began acquiring land holdings that continue to this day. In 1881 young
attorney Robert Kleberg came against King and Kenedy in court and
won. Captain King recognized the talents of Kleberg and invited him to
that fateful visit at the Ranch. Not only did Kleberg find a new job but he
found a new life. These letters give us a glimpse into Victorian courtship,
a very proper way of courting the woman you love. We see how the relationship between Robert and Alice grew but also how his relationship
with the King family grew deep roots.
Years later Alice and Robert would both tell their children that it was
"love at first sight" at that 1881 meeting. But theirs was not a romance
of impulsiveness but a proper slow getting to know each other and their
family and friends. The first letter in this cache is dated April 18, 1884,
three years after their first meeting and reflects the love between the two.
Robert addresses Alice as "My Dear Little Heart." Kleberg and King
became husband and wife on June 17, 1886, after five years of friendship
and courtship. Who among us would be willing to wait that long to be
married today?
The authors have done excellent service in annotating the letters
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with explanations of the various places and people named in Robert's
letters. In addition to looking into the person allives of these two young
people, we gain an understanding of how the King Ranch was developing during those years and the role Robert played in that.
Pat Parsons, Independent Historian
Luling, TX

A Texas Tragedy: The New London School Explosion. A Play
in Two Acts, by Bobby H. Johnson. (Steven F. Austin State University
Press, Nacogdoches, TX) 2012. Contents. Acknowledgments. Forward.
Introduction. About the Author. Guide. Overview. Cast. Setting. Act I.
Act II. Pg. 102. Paperback $13.95.
Disasters have besieged mankind from the beginning of time. The
tragic outcome often raises the shattering question, "why?" especially
when the victims are children. On March 18, 1937, the East Texas oilfield community of New London confronted disaster in its most painful sense. Minutes before the final afternoon bell, an explosion ripped
through the two-storied New London school, leveling the building, and
burying hundreds of students and teachers in an enormous pile of wreckage and debris. The likely cause involved a massive build-up of natural
gas underneath the school, ignited by a spark in the manual arts shop.
The results left a community devastated. The accident claimed over 300
lives, mostly children in the fifth through eleventh grades. Many more
were injured. To date, the episode at New London remains the deadliest
school disaster in U. S. history. Whether they were child survivors, terrified and desperate parents, rescue workers or journalists covering the
episode, what happened at New London haunted those who witnessed
it. It was a story most could not bear to repeat for decades. Families
moved away from the community to escape painful reminders. Parents
repressed unfathomable grief, carrying it with them to the grave.
The silence left an indelible mark. As the years progressed,
individuals living within and outside the New London community
became increasingly unfamiliar with the tragic events that happened
there. However, as the shock of the New London disaster faded over
time, survivors recognized the need to reunite with each other and share
their stories. Community-sponsored reunions began to take place,
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starting with the fortieth anniversary in 1977. At these events, survivors
realized that giving voice to their experiences brought emotional relief,
healing, and served to legitimate the historical record. More reunions
followed, and a degree of closure finally arrived in the small East Texas
town.
Bobby Johnson was one of the fi rst to commemorate the tragedy
at New London. Although he was an infant in 1937, Johnson grew up
in the shadow of the explosion. Johnson's older brother, Joe Mack, a
first grader at the New London school, fatefully escaped death or
injury. His father, Harold Johnson, a young oil field worker labored in
the rescue effort, his rock-solid faith threatened by the terrible things
he saw. By the 1970s, Johnson sought to make his own peace with the
disaster and the deep emotional effects it had upon his family. But he
also had another objective: to create a narrative that would resonate with
contemporary students the same age as those who suddenly lost their
lives over seventy-five years ago. Using his skills as both journalist and
oral historian, Johnson attended the community reunions, interviewed
survivors, conducted extensive historical research, and began to create
his own story.
The year 2012 marked the publication of several historical
narratives honoring the seventy-fifth anniversary of the New London
explosion. They include the meticulously documented, Gone at 3: 17
(Potomac Books, 2012) by David Brown and Michael Wereschagin,
and Ron Rozelle's, gripping narrative, My Boys and Girls Are in There
(Texas A & M Press, 2012). Johnson's work, published the same year,
is uniquely different. Written in dramatic format, A Texas Tragedy:
The New London School Explosion is a two-act play designed for
production by school groups and little theater organizations. Inspired
by Thornton Wilder's "Our Town," Johnson play weaves a variety of
personal accounts into a factual tale full of emotion and insight. A cast
of over twenty-five characters offers an effective sampling of witnesses
to the tragedy at New London, ranging from students and teachers to oil
field workers and journalists. The central narrative is provided by the
characters of Bonnie and Harry Jones, a young couple closely modeled
after Johnson's own parents. Another lead character, "Preacher," is used
to address a community's religious search for meaning in the midst of
the catastrophe. By assuming the role of playwright, Johnson hoped to
keep alive the exceptional history of a community that once fled from its
past. In this he has succeeded.
Heather G. Wooten
Kemah, TX
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The Essential West: Collected Essays, by Elliott West. (University of
Oklahoma Press, 2800 Venture Drive, Norman, OK 73069). Contents. Illustrations. Foreword. Index. Pg. 336. $29.95. Hardcover.
Elliott West can write-superbly. He writes with imagination and
intell igence, care and craftsmanship. All of his books are characterized
by such literary mastery. The collection of essays offered here is no
exception. Not only are the essays engaging and thoughtful, but also
they are carefully selected, soundly researched, and gracefully presented.
They represent a serious but often surprising and mostly delightful
historical read, although, granted, they are occasionally disturbing, as in
the "Bison R Us" essay.
The fourteen essays are divided into three parts: Conquest, Families,
and Myth. All but four of them have been published previously in
books or in such historical journals as the Western Historical Quarterly
and Montana: The Magazine of Western History. In terms of time and
space they cover much of the American West, from well before Lewis
and Clark to a recently renewed interest in western films and from the
Mississippi Valley to the Pacific Coast. Non-lineal, they can be read
in any order and they represent a cross-section of traditional western
topics. That being the case, the gifted author is having fun with the title,
a double entendre: Elliott West's essential work and/or essays that cover
essential western topics-<>r both, if you will.
The essays are modem. That is, in their topics and in their themes
and exposition they fall firmly among the best current interpretations
of American western history. Women, racial and ethnic minorities, and
children are all subject to one or more essays. Some essays treat the
West as symbol and myth, some the environment, and one the imperial
struggle among Spanish, French, and English-American leaders for
control of the Southwest and the Great Plains. There is an essay that
represents an extended review of Larry McMurtry's now classic
Lonesome Dove, an essay on western films, one on outlaw Jesse James,
and one on transportation and communication.
Each essay is full of mature ideas, and often the essays contain a
new twist on a familiar subject, including the first essay, which compares
the Lewis and Clark expedition with an expedition in Africa led by
Mungo Park, a Scot physician, adventurer, and explorer. In short, the
essays are new and fresh, and they demonstrate once again that the
history of the American West remains dynamic, vigorous, and important.
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In addition, they show clearly that the writing of American western
history, at least in this case, remains in able and effective hands.
Paul H. Carlson
Lubbock, Texas
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NEW BOOKS from TEXAS A&M
UFE IN BRONZE
Lawrence M. Ludtke, Sculptor

Amy L.Bacon
A skilled athlete who left Texas A&M to play baseball for the
Brooklyn Dodgers organization, Ludtke brought to his art a
fascination with musculature and motion that empowered
him to capture the living essence of his subjects. Based
on personal interviews with the Houston artist as well as
his family, friends, colleagues, and patrons, Life in Bronze
places Ludtke's art within the context of the American
figurative art tradition.
128 pp. 10 color, 39 b&w photos. Bib. Index. $25.00 cloth

TEXAS STATE PARKS AND THE CCC
The Legacy of the Civilian Conservation Corps

Cynthia A. Brandimarte, with Angela Reed
Foreword by Carter P. Smith
Brandimarte has mined CCC archives, as well
as those of the Texas State Library and Archives
Commission and the Texas Department of
Transportation, to compile a rich visual record
of how this New Deal program left an indelible
stamp on many of the parks we still enjoy today.
1OX10. 188 pp. 113 color, 110 b&w photos. Bib. Index.
$25.00 flex bound

MISSIONARY BISHOP
Jean-Marie Odin in Galveston
and New Orleans

Patrick Foley
Foreword by Gilbert R. Cruz
Foley reveals the role of the church in the
turbulent ear1y days of the Texas Republic
and New Or1eans during the Civil War and
Reconstruction, through the life and ministry
of Jean-Marie Odin.
256 pp. 6 b&w photos. Bib. Index. $40.00 cloth

TEXAS WOR HISTORY
Edited by Bruce A. Glasrud and James C. Maroney
Scholars offer a corrective to misplaced suppositions
about Texas labor history, providing a helpfUl new source
for academics and teachers who wish to fill in some of the
missing pieces.
448 pp. Bib. Index. $49.95 cloth; $35.00 paper
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH TEXAS PRESS
Civil War General and Indian Fighter James M. Williams
Leader of the 7st Kansas Colored Volunteer Infantry
and the 8th U.S. Cavalry
by Robert W. Lull
Williams raised and commanded the 1st Kansas Colored Volunteer
Infantry Regiment in 1862. This regiment of black soldiers was the
first such organization to engage Confederate troops, enjoying
victories in Missouri, Indian Territory, and Arkansas. Williams also
fought in the Red River Campaign and endured the massacre of his
captured black troops at Poison Spring. 320 pages. 37 b&w photos.
3 maps. Hardcover $24.95.

A Lawless Breed
John Wesley Hardin, Texas Reconstruction, and Violence in the
Wild West
by Chuck Parsons and Norman Wayne Brown
Hardin began killing in the late 1860s and remained a wanted man
until his capture in 1877 by Texas Rangers and Florida law officials.
After sixteen years in prison he was pardoned and settled in EI Paso,
but eventually lost his final gunfight at the age of forty-two. 512
pages. 83 b&w photos. $29.95 hardcover.

Riding Lucifer's Line
Ranger Deaths along the Texas Mexico Border
by Bob Alexander
The author tells the stories of twenty-five Texas Rangers who lost their
lives as they scouted and enforced the law throughout the borderland
counties adjacent to the Rio Grande. Alexander also discusses the
transition of the Rangers from an epochal narrative of the Old West
to more modern technological times. 464 pages. 60 b&w iIIus. $29.95
hardcover.

This Corner of Canaan
Essays on Texas in Honor ofRandolph B. Campbell
edited by Richard B. McCaslin. Donald E. Chipman, and
Andrew J. Torget
In this collection of seventeen original essays, Campbell's colleagues,
friends, and students offer a capacious examination ofTexas's history.
480 pages. 17 b&w illus. $24.95 hardcover

Call 1-800-826-8911 to order
or visit untpress.unt.edu

NEW FROM SFA PRESS

LASALLE'S GHOST
A NEW NOVEL BY MILES ARCENEAUX,

MURDER, MYSTERY AND ROMANCE ON THE TEXAS GULF COAST
The South Coast a/Texas is a thin slice
a/life. It's salty and hard, it is stern as a
knife...

-From "The South Coast of
Texas:' by Guy Clark
La Salle's Ghost is set in 1995
against the backdrop of the discovery and excavation of the
17th century shipwreck La Belle,
a vessel that carried famed French
explorer La Salle to the Texas coast.
Conflict, intrigue and violence
ensue as one character's obsessive
search for the ruins of Fort St. Louis,
the doomed colony that La Salle
established near the shipwreck. leads
the protagonists into mortal peril.

MILES ARCENEAUX is the nom de plume of Texas-based writers Brent
Douglass, John T. Davis and James R. Dennis. Miles was born many
years ago as this group of friends began a collectively written story that
ultimately became the popular mystery novel, Thin Slice of Life. LaSalle's
Ghost is second in this series of salty Gulf Coast thrillers.

Distributed by Texas A&M University Press Consortium
1.800.826.8911
www.milesarceneaux.com

LET THE RIVER RUN WILD!
Frands E. Abernethy
Photography by Adrian Van Dellen
Foreword by Kay Bailey Hutchison

Hardcover 35.00

Like most East Texans, I want to keep the Neches River between Lake
Palestine and Steinhagen Dam wild and freely flowingfor ourselves and our
children and their children. If the Neches River is not protected and it is dammed,
the land under the reservoir-and that includes thousands ofacres ofprivately
owned bottomland will be taken from its owners and no longer be private land. In
addition, mitigation lands must be bought. Wild and Scenic River designation is
the only sure way to prevent damming ofthe Neches.
Drs. Abernethy and Van Dellen have done us a great service in writing about
and picturing this special Neches River. I know you'll enjoy reading Let the River
Run Wild! -Kay Bailey Hutchison
With hundreds of photographs, Let the River Run Wild! transports readers
along the riverbanks of the Neches in a photographic journey that highlights
the flora and fauna inhabiting the woods along this coursing river. Learn
about the highly controversial fight to save the the upper Neches led by the
Texas Conservation Alliance and why the Neches River is listed as number
six on the most endangered rivers list, complied by the American Rivers

~ STEPHEN F. AUSTIN STATE UNIVERSITY PRESS
~

936.468.1078 www.sfasu.edu/sfapress

East Texas is a distinct
cultural and geographical
region roughly the size of
the state of Indiana. It is
bounded on the east by
the Sabine River and the
state line, on the north
by the Red River, and on
the south by the Culf of
Mexico. The location of the
remaining boundary line
is open to conjecture but
is generally considered to
represent the dispersed
westem limits of the
Southern Pine Best. Those
who have lived and
worRed in East Texas share
a common sense of place
that has provided some of
the state's more colorful
characters and most
enduring landmarRs, as well
as a richly-layered cultural history.

Hardcover 35.00

JUST BETWEEN US:
stories and memories from the texas pines
Edited by Dan K. Utley and Milston S. Jordan
The region has also produced a large number of historians and storytellers who have
successfully drawn upon their diverse and unique heritage to chronicle the past. Just
Between Us will be at one level the inside story of a large community, where all
residents comfortably share somewhat familiar stories about home. It is also, however,
a regional record for others to enjoy, analyze, and celebrate. The stories are firsthand
accounts by those who Rnow the region best. and they serve as glimpses onto life in
the Pine Belt that to this point have not been recorded or widely shared. They are,
for the most part, small stories that might not be found in general histories but that
nevertheless collectively maRe a profound statement about the unique character of an
important region.

STEPHEN F. AUSTIN STATE UNIVERSITY PRESS
936.468.1078 www.sfasu.edu/sfapress
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